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Biological and non-biological interfaces were studied using all-atom molecular 
dynamics simulations to understand the interaction between different molecules. 
Simulation were run to analyze the dynamics and structure of cell membrane models 
and their interaction with a protein. Additionally, the effect of a small alcohol at the 
water-oil interface was examined as a model for amphiphilic molecules, which are 
relevant in chemistry and biology.  
Previously developed organelle-specific membrane models for yeast S. cerevisiae 
(Biochem. 54:6852-6861) were improved to reflect leaflet asymmetry of the trans-
Golgi network (TGN) and plasma membranes. Each model was built based on 
experimental trends to study interleaflet coupling and lipid clustering. The (previous) 
  
symmetric endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and TGN models were further used to study 
the effect of sterol type in the structural properties of the membrane, and lipid-protein 
interactions with a lipid transport protein in yeast, Osh4. The protein’s phenylalanine 
loop was determined to have the strongest interaction with the bilayer among the 
protein’s six binding regions (BBA-Biomemb. 1858:1584-1593). The protein’s lid, the 
ALPS-like motif (Amphipathic Lipid Packing Sensor), was also simulated with simple 
(2-lipid) bilayers and with the symmetric ER and TGN models. Key residues for 
peptide-membrane interaction were identified based on their interaction energy, and a 
time scale of ~1µs determined for stable peptide binding. 
The interfacial dynamics between water and cyclohexane were examined in the 
presence of a hydrotrope - an amphiphilic molecule that reduces the interfacial tension 
between two liquids. Simulations were run for water-cyclohexane systems and all 
butanol isomers separately to understand the effect of this hydrotrope’s chemical 
structure on the interface. The results reproduced experimental data trends, showing 
that a hydrotrope concentration of as little as 0.6mol% in the aqueous phase reduces 
the interfacial tension to nearly half the value of a binary water-cyclohexane mixture. 
Tert-butanol was further compared with experimental studies showing that at low 
concentrations (< 10mol%) the simulations accurately reproduce experimental data. In 
addition, theoretical correlations from simulation data show the system follows van der 
Waals theory of smooth interfaces, and describe the crossover behavior of this 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Biological Interfaces 
1.1.1 Biological membranes 
Membranes are essential dynamic barriers for biological cells, both from their 
surroundings and to allow internal compartmentalization [1, 2]. Membranes are mainly 
made of lipids, amphiphilic molecules that self-arrange into a bilayer. Cell membranes 
have different lipid composition to allow the interaction of specific proteins and small 
molecules [3]. The diversity of each membrane ensures cell’s health and survival; even 
a single membrane has different regions with their own the lipid distribution, enabling 
the formation of lipid rafts or domains that have different functionality. This ensures 
only certain proteins interact with a section of the membrane so the cell functions 
properly [4].  
There is a wide variety of membrane lipids; single-cell organisms like yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae have hundreds of them in their lipidome, while higher-order 
eukaryotes have thousands of them [5]. The amphiphilic character of these molecules, 






bilayers. The hydrophobic environment of the bilayer creates a suitable environment 
for transmembrane proteins. Furthermore, membrane lipids store energy in the form of 
fatty acids (FAs) and sterols in mammalian cells, but act as membrane protectants in 
single-cell organisms like yeast [6, 7]. These lipids are made of a combination of FA 
tails and a headgroup; the length and unsaturation degree of the FAs allow them to 
adopt different phases when forming the bilayer structure (see Figure 1). By 
convention, FAs in the sn-2 position are those attached to the oxygen atom of the 
second carbon of the glycerol group, while the other tail is the sn-1 chain. [8-12]. Lipid 
headgroups are neutral, charged, or have ring structures and sugars that influence the 
dynamics of the membrane and its surface potential, affecting its interaction with other 
molecules [13]. Since lipids are free to move laterally in the membrane, they can form 
 





clusters with other lipids to form distinct phases or domains. The chemical structures 
and names of the lipids used in this research are shown in Figure 2 [1, 14].  
Experimental techniques are used to study the lipid profile of cells, but these cannot 
yet examine detailed information on how lipids interact with each other or how they 
are regulated [15]. The role of lipid composition in cell signaling processes, lipid 
synthesis and trafficking is not fully understood, nor is the transport of lipids or their 
assembly into organelle membranes [7, 16]. Computational modeling is a tool to study 
some of these concepts at the molecular level. Simulation studies can be used to 
understand lipid-lipid interactions at the atomic level, learn the effect of lipid 
composition on a bilayer’s mechanical and dynamical properties, and lipid lateral 
organization and clustering [17]. Given the importance of lipid composition for 
membrane structure and function, it is desirable to have accurate simulation models to 














1.1.2 Symmetric membrane models 
Simulation studies have used simple symmetric bilayers as models in the past to 
mimic the hydrophobic environment of a membrane with a mixture of two or three 
lipids [18-20]. Usually a model with a single lipid type is employed in the study of 
transmembrane proteins to reduce the complexity of the system. Studies of membrane 
phase separation into liquid ordered (Lo) and liquid disordered (Ld) domains have 
received more attention in the past 20 years [21, 22], with both experiments and 
simulations using only phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipids and cholesterol [23]. While it 
is remarkable to learn valuable information from such simple models, more recent 
studies aim to understand the lipid dynamics that drive and stabilize the formation of 
lipid domains, lipid phase coexistence, and the lateral organization of lipids in a bilayer 
using more detailed models [24, 25]. 
My MS thesis work focused on developing more accurate models for the ER, TGN, 
and PM of yeast, a very common reference organism in modern biology [7, 26]. These 
models were symmetric bilayers based on experimental compositions for each 
organelle [27]. Most lipids, and proteins, are synthesized at the ER, the starting point 
of the secretory pathway that expands from the nucleus to the PM [1, 27]. However, 
the majority of these lipids are then delivered to their final locations at the PM or TGN. 
The TGN is a sorting station for lipids that resists many of fluxes coming to and from 





sphingolipids, structural lipids of eukaryotic cells [1, 15, 28, 29]. As part of the 
secretory pathway, sphingolipids and ceramides are transferred to the PM, the 
outermost and most rigid membrane of the cell [14, 27]. These membrane models, 
although limited, allowed me to expand the study of lipid-lipid and protein-lipid 
interactions in yeast (Chapters 4 and 6). 
The symmetric models show lipid diversity and composition affect the structural 
and mechanical properties of a bilayer. Additionally, symmetric models can be used to 
study cluster domain formation. Total lipid extracts from yeast membranes were 
studied with fluorescent probes and showed phase segregation into Lo and Ld domains 
[21]. C-laurdian spectroscopy studies found that a mixture of inositol phosphoceramide 
(IPC) and ERG induced more ordered bilayers than those with cholesterol, but adding 
a third lipid reduced the order for ERG-containing membranes [21]. This third lipid 
was either phosphatidylinositol (PI) or phosphatidylcholine (PC). This work presents 
simulations of three-component membranes to study membrane structure in 
IPC/ERG/POPI and IPC/ERG/POPC systems in Chapter 4. 
1.1.3 Asymmetric membrane models 
Lipids are distributed unevenly across leaflets in some membranes. Symmetric 
models were a good enough simplification for the ER membrane, but the PM and TGN 
show distinct composition in their cytosolic and non-cytosolic leaflets [1]. In order to 





asymmetric models are needed to describe the bilayer environment of these organelles. 
For example, sphingolipids (SMs) are in higher quantities in the non-cytosolic leaflet 
in the PM and TGN, while PS and PE lipids enrich the cytosolic leaflet [1]. SMs are of 
special importance in protein-bilayer interaction as well as cell signaling and are the 
most common phospholipid in the PM [7, 30-33]. These usually have long fully 
saturated tails that facilitate the formation of sterol-rich domains. Specific mixtures of 
SMs with saturated chains, unsaturated phospholipid tails, and cholesterol can result in 
phase separation of Lo and Ld domains [1]. Interest on lipid domain formation has 
increased in the past twenty years, and has been associated with membrane curvature 
as well as signaling processes [30, 34]. Experimentally, these domains are known as 
lipid rafts that are large enough to be studied with fluorescence techniques in model 
membranes. Nonetheless, these domains may be on the nm scale in vivo and may be 
dynamic and impossible to isolate for detailed study [1, 35-37].  
Chapter 5 describes the first all-atom study of asymmetric bilayers with updated 
PM and TGN model membranes for yeast (see Figure 3). These new models contain  
IPC and mannose-(inositol-P)2-ceramide (M(IP)2C), the most abundant IPC lipid [38]. 
IPC lipids constitute 8% and 30% of all lipids in the TGN and PM, respectively [1, 38, 
39]. Long chains are suggested to induce leaflet coupling in membrane order and 
diffusion, although this effect is not completely clear [40]. The most common chains 





for M(IP)2C [39]. These SMs are the 
only ones with two fully saturated 
chains, and may be needed for 
coexisting Lo and Ld domains in the 
presence of high sterol 
concentrations, which modulate 
relevant membrane dynamics [1, 42-
44]. Asymmetric bilayers were not 
built in the previous study because the ceramides and sphingolipid parameters were 
under development at the time [45]. 
1.1.4 Role of sterol in membranes 
Small molecules such as ions and smaller lipids like sterols also contribute to the 
proper function and mechanical properties of the cell membrane. Sterols influence the 
fluidity and order of the bilayer, and may affect the cell’s response to disease. At high 
concentrations they modulate lipid domains, and separate the membrane into Lo sterol-
rich and Ld sterol-poor phases. This phase separation gives rise to important membrane 
dynamics and changes in its mechanical properties that determine how the cell responds 
to its environment [1, 42-44]. Cholesterol (CHL) is an important regulator of cell 
properties in mammalian cells [14, 42], and its homologue ERG is also crucial for cell 
 
Figure 3 – Asymmetric TGN model  
IPC and M(IP)2C lipids on the non-cytosolic leaflet 
shown in cyan an purple respectively, the other lipids 
in this leaflet are omitted for clarity; ERG in the 
cytosolic leaflet is shown in red and the other 





survival in fungal cells like yeast. ERG and CHL differ in the number of double bonds 
in the sterol tail and center six-membered ring [46]. 
Sterols are the predominant non-polar lipids in biological membranes; cholesterol 
(CHL) and its homologue ergosterol (ERG) are the major representatives in 
mammalian and yeast cells, respectively [14, 42]. The interaction of sterols with other 
lipids has been extensively studied in the past through experiments using NMR 
measurements as well as neutron and X-ray scattering techniques, and with molecular 
dynamics (MD) studies to characterize the interactions in terms of structure and 
thermodynamics [47]. The effect of sterol molecules on membrane structure and 
dynamics varies according to the amount in which they are present [48-50]. Now it is 
known that lipid environment also has an influence on the sterol molecule [51], 
specifically on the location of the sterol molecule within the hydrophobic core of the 
bilayer [47, 52]. 
CHL is known to affect the bilayer thickness, surface area per lipid, lateral fluidity, 
and mechanical strength [47, 53], properties that also affect the interaction with other 
molecules in the cell and proteins. In addition, it has been well stablished that CHL 
increases order and surface density in a bilayer, also known as the condensing effect 
(reduction in surface area) [49, 53]. Common systems of study to understand CHL’s 






phosphocholine (DPPC), 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) 
and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) [47, 49, 53-55]. From the 
experiments and simulation studies on this molecule, it is known that chemical structure 
affects its function and relationship with other lipids in a bilayer [56]. Even sterols with 
minor differences in chemical structures to that of CHL affect membrane mechanical 
properties and dynamics differently [57, 58]. 
The chemical structures of 
CHL and ERG consists of an 
asymmetric ring plane with a 
hydroxyl group in one end (C3) 
and a branched six-carbon tail in 
the opposite end (C20-C26), see 
Figure 2. The asymmetry about 
the ring plane results in two distinct faces, one smooth and one rough face also known 
as α and β faces respectively [47, 56, 59]. The β-face has two methyl groups while the 
α-face has none (see Figure 4). Additionally, the extra double bond in the tail of ERG 
tilts it with respect to the ring plane, which, on average, does not occur in the fully 
saturated tail of CHL that is almost parallel to its ring plane [60]. The double bond on 
the ring plane of ERG makes it more rigid and restricts its motion, which in turn 
modulates membrane properties [61]. ERG has been much less studied than CHL and 
 
Figure 4 – Faces of CHL distinguished by the 
presence/absence of methyl groups. 
(left) Sterol α-face (smooth), (center) side view showing 
the ring plane, (right) sterol β-face (rough) with its two 





the results are not always in agreement, i.e., vary upon the lipid membrane environment 
[61]. Moreover, limited MD studies have compared the effects of these sterols on 
membrane properties at the molecular level [55], and current studies are not in 
agreement with each other [62]. Clear understanding of sterol influence on membrane 
structure and dynamics is of interest to study biological process, such as cell signaling 
pathways [54], and to understand sterols’ biosynthesis [55]. 
1.2 Protein-membrane interactions 
Proteins are essential for all biological processes; they range from small peptides 
to complex structures formed by subunits. They performed a variety of roles in the cell, 
from catalyzing reactions to transporting cargo or serving as mechanical support. The 
secondary structure of proteins is determined by its sequence of amino acids, their 
polar, non-polar, hydrophobic, neutral, or charged character drives their arrangement 
into α-helices, β-sheets, and loops or random coils. The spatial configuration of a 
protein, relative orientation of its secondary structures, may vary according to its 
surroundings to activate or deactivate its function [63]. Current research examines 
protein folding, docking, and protein-membrane interactions.  
Protein-membrane interactions have become a popular research area; of particular 
interest are amphiphilic molecules, given their relevance and how ubiquitous they are 
nature and biology. They are at the core of studies on drug delivery [64] and cell 





have received more attention in the past years due to interesting effects they seem to 
have on cell membranes. Their interaction with biological bilayers has been linked to 
membrane stress response, cell signaling, and lipid trafficking among others [66]. 
Examples of helical peptide-membrane studies in the recent years include curvature 
sensors like ArfGAP1 [67-69], CRAC peptides [70], model alpha-helices to study 
peptide structure and bound conformation (MP-X study) [71], and hairpin virus 
peptides to study membrane fusion processes [72]. In addition, current research is 
looking into the mechanism of peptide binding to identify the key forces and dynamics 
of peptide-membrane interaction. 
Protein distribution in the bilayer is highly influenced by membrane lipids that 
modulate protein the binding, activation, and signaling in and around the bilayer. 
Transmembrane proteins localize to specific regions of the bilayer depending on their 
size and the electrostatics [1]. Protein domains outside the bilayer can also bind to the 
surface of the bilayer or interact with peripheral proteins; these later ones act as 
enzymes, lipid transporters, or facilitators of membrane contact sites [73]. Lipid-
transport proteins (LTPs) are a specific subcategory of peripheral proteins that provide 
alternate means to vesicular transport [74]. 
1.2.1 Lipid transport proteins, Osh4 in yeast 
LTPs have received more attention in the past few years and are identified as key 





studied for the past thirty years, but substantial progress has been made in the past 
fifteen years with the emergence of more accurate experimental techniques and the 
rapid growth of computational biology [76, 77]. Several studies show that lipid 
transport from the ER to the PM, TGN, and mitochondria is not impaired when 
vesicular transport is blocked, suggesting non-vesicular pathways are readily available 
in the cell [78-80]. Lipids like sterols, phosphatidylcholine (PC), 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylinositol (PI), and phosphatidylserine 
(PS) have been shown to be transported by this method, but the extent and their precise 
mechanism of transport is still unknown [3].  
A comprehensive review by Lev [75] summarizes the role of LTPs in different 
organelles of the cell as well as proposed mechanisms for their operation. These 
mechanisms are currently under study, and some LTPs are thought to be recruited to 
the bilayer surface at membrane contact sites (MCS) to facilitate lipid exchange 
between two membranes that are within 30nm of each other [3, 81]. LTPs follow a 
general mechanism of embedding into the cytosolic leaflet of an organelle when they 
approach it in an open conformation; some may act as lipid sensors instead of 
transporters, and even bind two membranes simultaneously [79]. However, several 
LTP families are yet to be fully characterized, and their functions have been expanded 
beyond lipid transport due to the conservation of protein domains related to cell 





A family of seven 
oxysterol binding 
homologue (Osh) 
LTPs in yeast has 
received increased 
attention in the past 
fifteen years [82-84]. 
Osh1-3 are large 
proteins (800-1600 residues) and contain a PH domain, while Osh4-7 are shorter (<450 
residues) and lack the PIP-binding domain [85]. Out of the seven Osh proteins in yeast, 
only Osh3, Osh4, and Osh6 have crystalized structures [86-88]. In addition, studies 
showed Osh6 and Osh7 regulate PS through PI4P signaling [89, 90]. However, the 
precise mechanisms driving protein-membrane interactions are not well characterized. 
Studies show Osh4 transports sterol in the opposite direction to PI4P using the same 
binding pocket [87], and sterol binding to Osh4 acts as a regulator of PI4P levels in 
cells [91]. The current hypothesis of Osh4’s function is that sterols are delivered from 
the ER to the TGN, and PI4P is delivered from TGN to the ER [92, 93]. A recent study 
by LeBlanc et al. has also suggested that Osh4 indirectly contributes to maintain the 
levels of sphingolipids in the cell [94].  
 
 
Figure 5 – Snapshots of Osh4 and its ALPS-like motif 
(A) Osh4 protein and its six binding regions (Fig. 2 in [73]) (B) ALPS-
like motif of Osh4 and relevant residues identified in the binding studies 





Crucial to understanding lipid transport via Osh4, shown in Figure 5.a, is 
understanding how it binds to membranes for lipid uptake/release. Potential membrane 
binding sites on Osh4 were found using cross-linking and fluorescence studies, which 
along with Osh4’s ability to bind two liposomes containing PS lipids simultaneously 
led Schulz et al. to conclude sterol transport might occur at MCS where Osh4 facilitates 
lipid transport by a pivot-like mechanism [95]. Computational studies showed Osh4 
binding to lipids [96] and model membranes [97] with 0-10% anionic lipids, and were 
in general agreement with the experiments published by Schulz et al. These studies 
identified six membrane binding regions in Osh4 (shown in Figure 5.a), and 
established protein binding occurs through nonspecific interactions with anionic lipids. 
Moser von Filseck et al. further showed the relevance of Osh4 lid, the amphipathic 
lipid packing sensor (ALPS)-like motif, in the transport of sterols, and the difference 
in protein behavior when the ligand is a sterol vs. a PI lipid [98]. Despite the advances, 
the protein’s binding mechanism to a membrane in a conformation that accounts for 
lipid uptake/release has not yet been attained.  
1.2.2 The ALPS-like motif of Osh4 
Membrane curvature sensing occurs mainly by hydrophobic and/or electrostatic 
interactions, and sometimes is dictated by protein geometry or membrane surface 
packing defects [99]. Eukaryotes’ cell membranes need to constantly reorganize their 





facilitating reactions such as lipid transfer or membrane contact sites [66, 99].  
Amphipathic helices that act as membrane curvature sensing domains in larger proteins 
are 20 to 40 amino acids in length, and have a distinct hydrophobic face and charged 
residues that also contribute to peptide-membrane interaction [69, 99, 100]. In addition, 
it has also been suggested that ALPS and ALPS-like peptides bind to specific targets 
[100]. In the case of ALPS motifs, their interaction with a membrane surface seems to 
be rather driven by lipid packing defects on the surface of the interacting leaflet [69]. 
The ALPS-like motif of Osh4 (see Figure 5.b) is a 29 amino acid peptide which 
also forms the lid to protect sterols. It has also been identified as a membrane curvature 
and/or lipid packing sensor, and has one of the lowest hydrophobic densities with 
respect to its hydrophobic residues [69, 100]. Experiments show that Osh4 does not 
bind to small vesicles when this motif is not present [99]. However, it is not clear 
whether this peptide binds to membranes due to their packing defects, or if it instead 
creates packing defects upon binding and thus facilitates lipid extraction for Osh4. 
1.3 Non-biological interfaces 
Phase behavior at water-oil and water-air interfaces has received increased attention 
in the past sixty years [101]. A tension force develops when these two liquids come in 
contact because they are immiscible, this tension at the interface is known as interfacial 
tension [102].  Surfactant molecules reduce the tension at the interface, but so do small 





interface [103]. Such molecules are known as hydrotropes, amphiphilic molecules, 
with both a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic moieties, that reduce the interfacial tension 
and increase the solubility of weakly soluble compounds in water [104, 105]. The study 
of these molecules is relevant in the chemical, pharmacological, and biological fields 
because of their amphiphilic character [106]. In addition, understanding the behavior 
of hydrotropes in aqueous solutions will contribute to the overall understanding of the 
role of water in both chemical and biological systems, and mesoscale phenomena [103, 
107].  
Tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) is a widely studied hydrotrope, but its behavior is not yet 
completely understood at low molar compositions in aqueous solution or at the limit of 
liquid-liquid equilibrium (critical phenomena) [103]. TBA cannot self-assemble into 
micelles, but molecular dynamics studies have shown they do form short-lived clusters 
in aqueous solution [103] [106]. Chapter 7 discusses the study of the water-cyclohexane 
interface and its disruption by varying amount of TBA. Furthermore, all four isomers 
of butanol (Figure 6) were examined to understand the effect of chemical structure on 
interfacial tension disruption. 
Figure 6 – Chemical structure of butanol isomers  
(a) TBA, (b) isobutanol (IBUT), (c) secbutanol (SBUT), (d) n-butanol (NBUT), and (e) cyclohexane 






1.4 Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to understand the interactions 
and forces of a given system at the molecular level and their influence on macroscopic 
properties. MD simulations facilitates the study of processes that take place over very 
short time scales, predict trends or mechanisms, and can be helpful in the selection of 
experimental targets. This simulation technique is deterministic, based on statistical 
mechanics and empirical energy functions known as force fields (FFs). It works by 
modeling the interactions within a system based on forces acting on its atoms. Given a 
set of initial coordinates for a system, random initial velocities are assigned for atom 
using equation 1, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a given temperature, where 
𝑣𝛼 is the α component of the velocity at time t [108]. Newton’s laws of motion are 
solved for each atom based on its velocity (v) and forces acting over it, generating 
simulation trajectories that specify each atom’s position (r) with respect to time. 
Equations 2 and 3 result by integrating Newton’s equations results for the position and 
velocity of each atom in the system respectively. The chemical structure of a molecule 
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The first stage of a MD simulation is to equilibrate the properties of the system, like 
total energy and temperature such that they stochastically fluctuate over a constant 
value over time. Structural and dynamic analysis is done over the equilibrated portion 
of the simulation trajectory. Different properties can be calculated in terms of the 
position and momenta of each atom in the system over this section of the trajectory. 
Multiple simulation trajectories (replicates) for a system are highly desirable to obtain 
statistically relevant results [108].  
Atomistic models used in MD techniques have evolved in the past 60 years. 
Complex models use a continuous potential to describe the forces acting on an atom 
every time it changes position. In this case, the integration of the laws of motion is 
made by finite difference method. To avoid large errors due to fast motions in a 
molecule, the integration time step is commonly set to 1-2fs for biological systems 
depending on the molecule of study [108]. 
1.4.1 Force Fields (FFs) 
FFs are empirical energy functions MD uses to describe inter- and intramolecular 
forces in a given system. These are evaluated through a potential energy function, V(Ȓ), 
where Ȓ stands for the position of atoms in the system see (equation 4). Different terms 





angles bending, and torsional and rotational energies. The FF is as complex as the 
molecules of study, i.e. simpler molecules do not require as many terms in the FF as 
complex ones [108]. Intramolecular forces are evaluated looking at the bond and angle 
energy terms in the energy function. Non-bonded interactions specify the relationship 
of every atom in the system with its far-neighboring atoms. Attractive and repulsive 
forces are accounted for by the van der Waals (VDW) potential, evaluated using a 6-
12 Lenard-Jones potential with cut-off values set by the user; typical cutoffs in 
biological systems range between 8 and 16 Å [109]. 
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The set of parameters used in a FF to determine the energy contributions of the 
different terms in the empirical function is unique and of critical importance to the 
accuracy of the FF. These parameters are set to reproduce experimental properties of 
different chemical structures. The choice of FF is left to the user according to the study 
target [108], currently some commonly used FFs in biological studies are CHARMM 





1.4.2 Thermodynamic ensembles 
MD simulations use statistical thermodynamics to predict the macroscopic 
properties of a system from the molecular structure and interactions of a given system. 
The macroscopic properties are computed from the longtime average of the 
corresponding microscopic property. The average value of a given property is 
evaluated considering all possible states of the molecules taking into account the 
constraints imposed on the overall system. These constraints can be a fixed temperature 
(T), pressure (P), volume (V), number of molecules (N), or energy (E). In statistical 
thermodynamics, the group of possible constraints is called an ensemble. Some 
common ensembles used in simulations are the canonical ensemble (constant N, V, T), 
isobaric-isothermal ensemble (constant N,P,T), and the microcanonical ensemble 
(constant N, V, E). One will be preferred over the rest depending on the macroscopic 
properties that want to be evaluated; all of the ensembles should result in the same 
value of that properties, but the computation process will differ [116, 117]. The NPT 
ensemble is one of the most common in MD, and all thermodynamic properties are 
derived from the Gibbs energy (G) of the system [108, 116]. 
1.4.3 Temperature and pressure control 
The temperature of a system is related to its average kinetic energy over time. 
CHARMM software package [118], used to analyze the trajectories of all the present 





Hoover, known as the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. A thermal bath and extended 
Lagrangian methods with artificial coordinates and velocities for the system are used 
to keep its temperature constant. To achieve this, the position of each atom times a 
parameter that determines the coupling between the real and extended systems is 
computed at the desired interval. NAMD, another software package used for this 
dissertation [119], uses Langevin dynamics to maintain the temperature constant 
throughout simulation [108, 109].  
For constant pressure control, the volume is the dynamic variable and the 
appropriate equation is added to the set of equations to be integrated for the simulation. 
CHARMM controls the pressure isotropically using the Nosé-Hoover piston. In 
NAMD, the pressure is controlled using the Langevin piston Nosé-Hoover method 
coupling the piston controls to a temperature bath controlled by Langevin dynamics 
[119-121]. 
Long simulation trajectories were run on the Anton [122] and Anton2 [123] 
machines. These run using the Anton-software, based on the simulation package 
Desmond [124]. Pressure control is achieved using the Martyna-Tobias-Klein method 
that combines a constant pressure an enthalpy piston and a constant volume a 
temperature Nosé-Hoover thermostat, while temperature is kept constant with 






Chapter 2: Computational Methods 
 
 
2.1 General simulation settings 
Most of the systems in this work 
were simulated and/or analyzed using 
CHARMM [110] and NAMD [119] 
software packages. Long trajectories 
(microsecond length) were obtained 
running on the Anton [122] and 
Anton2 [123] machines at the 
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. 
Some of the data analysis of these long 
trajectories was done using the Anton software or Desmond software package [124]. 
The Anton machines run simulations using their own software 
(anton_software/versionx.x), which is based on Desmond software. Specific analysis, 
like the interaction energies, was done using Desmond package. The present 
simulations used the CHARMM36 (C36) FF that takes on the general form in equation 
4; the membrane simulations used the most updated parameters for PI and SM lipids 
 






[45, 126, 127]. All systems were neutral to meet the requirements of NAMD for long-
range electrostatic calculations using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summation 
method [128]. Simulations were run using periodic boundary conditions (PBC), which 
use the central box of a simulation and 26 images of it on all faces to prevent erroneous 
calculation due to the interaction of atoms with the walls of the system [128]. PBC 
allow an atom moving out of the central box to appear on the opposite side as it comes 
out of the neighboring image (see Figure 7). Simulation settings for specific systems 
are detailed below. 
2.2 Membrane systems 
2.2.1 Building membrane models 
The membrane systems for this work were constructed using the Membrane Builder 
of CHARMM-GUI (www.charmm-gui.org), an automated graphical user interface to 
build heterogeneous bilayer and bilayer-protein systems [46, 129, 130]. It has a wide 
biologically relevant lipid library with over 200 lipids classified by headgroup 
structures and sterols [131]. The user inputs the number of lipids per leaflet, or their 
relative ratio, and the level of hydration for the system (number of water molecules per 
lipid) or water thickness above and below the bilayer. The system is built based on 
estimates for the area per lipid for each component, which can be modified by the user 
if desired. The area per lipid estimate is very important to avoid clashes or ring 





from a set of 1000 orientations for each molecule to prevent biased results. For this 
study, replicate systems were built separately to start simulation trajectories from 
different configurations. Subsequent building steps include setting a preferred 
temperature, thermodynamic ensemble, and the addition of ions to render a neutral 
system, or as specified by the user.  
Each system undergoes a short equilibration and check for ring penetration or bond 
breakage occurrences on CHARMM-GUI before the coordinates and structure files 
(PDB and PSF respectively), along with the topology, parameter, restraint, and 
equilibration input files are output for the user. The Membrane Builder provides 
CHARMM and NAMD input scripts ready to be used or modified at the user’s 
discretion. Typical membrane equilibration is achieved in a series of 6 consecutive 
steps, the first two steps run using the NVT ensemble. The remaining four steps use the 
NPT ensemble with decreasing restraint force constants to prevent FA double bonds 
from changing its cis/trans conformation, keep PI lipids in the chair conformation, 
maintain C2 chirality in each lipid, and hold the lipid head groups in position along the 
z-axis [131]. CHARMM-GUI uses the C36 FF because it allows heterogeneous MD 
simulation runs in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble with no surface tension, and 
accurately reproduces experimental properties of lipid bilayers such as deuterium order 
parameters (SCD) and lipid rotation rates from NMR measurements [46, 132]. The user 





The topology files for IPC and M(IP)2C lipids (shown in Figure 2) were not 
originally included in the topology files of C36 FF. The coordinates for these molecules 
were built from a ceramide template (CER240) obtained from the Glycolipid Modeler 
[129], a new tool under development in CHARMM-GUI. The ceramide template was 
modified using PyMol [133] and Chimera [134] to obtain PDB and PSF files for the 
two SM lipids, and the topology file for CER240 was modified manually to match the 
resulting PSF for IPC and M(IP)2C. A minimized structure for each molecule was 
obtained by running a short vacuum simulation of a single lipid molecule in 
CHARMM. The short trajectory was then used to save a library of lipid coordinates 
with slightly different configurations to be used in the membrane models. Bilayers 
including these lipids were built in CHARMM-GUI using CER240 as place holder for 
the SM lipids; its area per lipid was increased 30% to ensure enough space for the 
bulkier SM lipids. The CER240 containing bilayers were equilibrated from 50ns and 
then the lipid switch for IPC or M(IP)2C according to the lipid concentrations desired 






2.2.2 Symmetric ER/TGN with CHL 
Table 1 - Model lipid types by headgroup and unsaturation content of the sn2-sn1 tails.  





sterol CHL  7 18 
PA YOPA 18:1-16:1 6 4 
PC 
DYPC 16:1-16:1 42 40 
YOPC 18:1-16:1 28 12 
PE 
DYPE 16:1-16:1 10 8 
YOPE 18:1-16:1 10 8 
PI 
POPI 18:1-16:0 21 13 
PYPI 16:1-16:0 14 42 
PS 
POPS 18:1-16:0 12 - 
YOPS 18:1-16:1 - 5 
lipids per leaflet  150 150 
% unsaturation  68.9 79.2 
mol% sterol  4.67 12.00 
water molecules  9127 17261 
potassium ions  106 128 
total # of atoms  65.1K 88.2K 
 
Simulations from the previous ER and TGN symmetric models [27] were 
extended to examine the effect of sterol type on the structure and dynamics of bilayer 
models. These models have lipid composition characteristic to each organelle based on 
experiments [135, 136] using phosphatidic acid (PA), phosphatidylcholine (PC), 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), and phosphatidylinositol 
(PI) lipids. Table 1 summarizes the lipid types and quantities used in each model along 
with the amount of water and neutralizing ions for each system. None of the lipids in 
these models are fully saturated but have at least one monounsaturated tail, and the 






These models used CHL instead of the ERG molecules of the original ER and TGN 
models for yeast. The systems were built replacing the ERG molecules on the final 
coordinates of each equilibrated trajectory (previous study) by CHL, and the TIP3P 
model was use for water [137]. Two replicate trajectories were run for the new models 
for 100ns each on NAMD. The simulation setup was kept identical to that of the ERG 
models [27]: NPT ensemble with a 2 fs time-step, using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat 
[138] and Langevin dynamics [108, 109] to keep the temperature constant at 303.15K 
and a Langevin piston [120] to control the pressure and keep it at 1bar. The SHAKE 
algorithm was used to constraint hydrogen atoms [139], a Lennard-Jones force-
switching function [140] with a 8-12 Å cut-off was used to evaluate van der Waals and 
electrostatic interactions. 150 lipids per leaflet were used to ensure the lateral 
dimensions were big enough to avoid image atoms of a given lipid interacted with itself. 
2.2.3 Symmetric IPC models 
Ternary systems containing IPC/ERG and either POPI or POPC were used to study 
the influence of this third lipid in the interactions and lateral organization of IPC and 
ERG. The models were first equilibrated for 50ns prior to running two replicates for 
each model on the Anton machine, each 5µs long. The systems were equimolar, with 
48 lipids for each species in both the top and bottom leaflet. The NPT ensemble was 
also used to study these models at 1bar of pressure and a temperature of 296.15K to 





[141]. Temperature and pressure controls for NPT dynamics on Anton were set by the 
multigrator, the latest integrator for MD simulations on this machine [125]. Lennard-
Jones interactions cut-off was set to 10 Å for all systems using Anton software (ark 
files) to meet its requirements. Long-range electrostatics were computed using the 
Gaussian split Ewald algorithm [142] with cutoffs of 7.743 Å and 8.094 Å for the POPI 
and POPC systems respectively. Simulation trajectories were saved every 200.04ps to 
minimize trajectory file size for these long simulations. 
2.2.4 Asymmetric yeast membrane models 
 
Figure 8 – Building blocks for the asymmetric membrane models 
(A) Top view of the cytosolic (blue) and non-cytosolic (gray) leaflet blocks; (B) side 
view with trimmed top (non-cytosolic) layer 
 
Models for the PM and TGN of yeast were improved incorporating SM lipids and 
asymmetry. Symmetric models or the non-cytosolic and cytosolic leaflets were first 
built and equilibrated for 100ns and 80ns respectively; the non-cytosolic leaflet was 






Table 2 – Asymmetric models composition per leaflet and overall in mol% 
 PM TGN 
Lipid Cyto % Noncyto % 
Overall 
% (total) 
Cyto % Noncyto % 
Overall 
% (total) 
ERG 21.64 46.21 34.41 3.33 24.4 14.47 
DYPC 5.97 4.83 5.38 6.67 31.55 19.81 
DYPE - - - 10 - 4.72 
POPE 13.43 7.59 10.39 - - - 
POPI 13.43 - 6.45 27.33 - 12.89 
POPS 14.93 - 7.17 - - - 
PYPI 9.7 - 4.66 30.67 - 14.47 
YOPA - - - - 5.36 2.83 
YOPC 5.97 4.83 5.38 5.33 22.62 14.47 
YOPE 10.45 - 5.02 10 - 4.72 
YOPS 4.48 - 2.15 6.67 - 3.14 
IPC - 9.66 5.02 - 6.55 3.46 
M(IP)2C - 26.9 13.98 - 9.52 5.03 
# lipids 134 145 279 150 168 318 
# ions   149   149 
# waters   14121   14422 
# atoms   76682   83466 
  
 
top leaflet from the non-cytosolic model were saved to be merged with the opposite 
leaflet from the cytosolic models. The later one had a larger surface area per lipid and 
was used as a base to merge the other leaflet. The non-cytosolic leaflet coordinates 
were replicated 4 times and the four blocks positioned on top of the cytosolic leaflet 
like Lego-blocks (see Figure 8). Lipids from the non-cytosolic blocks exceeding the 
dimensions of the bottom leaflet (cytosolic model coordinates) were deleted. The non-





tails clashes. The asymmetric systems were equilibrated for 80ns before running 7µs 
trajectories on the Anton and Anton2 machines. Table 2 lists the lipids and composition 
of each leaflet. 
2.3 Membrane-protein systems 
2.3.1 ALPS-motif studies 
The binding mechanism of the ALPS-like motif of Osh4 was studied with a simple 
two lipid-component model and with the symmetric ER and TGN models previously 
developed [27]. The simpler systems consisted of a mixture of DOPC and DOPS lipids 
in a 3:2 ratio (60:40 mol%) in bilayers of 80 lipids per leaflet, the complex models had 
the lipid composition listed in Table 1. The coordinates for the peptide were extracted 
from the full protein, PDBID: 1zhz [143]. The peptide was inserted in the aqueous 
phase using CHARMM [110] software package at least 8 Å away from the bilayer, and 
overlapping water molecules were deleted. Two initial peptide orientations were used 
to avoid biased binding events, either perpendicular or parallel to the bilayer normal 
(see Figure 9). A block of water was added using Packmol [144] for the parallel 
orientation to allow enough room for the peptide to freely rotate without forcing 
peptide-membrane interactions. After a 100-ns equilibration in NAMD, 2-µs 
trajectories were run on Anton in triplicates for each system for a total of 42µs of 
simulation (21 systems in total). Given that a previous study showed ALPS peptides 





tension were examined. The NPT ensemble was used to run simulations without surface 
tension, and the NPγT ensemble (where γ stands for surface tension) was used with 20 
dyn/cm of tension to increase the lipid packing defects on the binding surface and 
examine the effects on binding time scale.  
The NAMD runs kept the temperature constant at 303.15K to ensure a fluid phase 
membrane using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [138] and Langevin dynamics [108, 109] 
with an integration time-step of 2fs. The cell box size varied semi-isotropically (X=Y 
but not Z) with constant pressure of 1bar using a Langevin piston [119-121]. Upon 
initial thermal equilibration the systems were converted into DESRES formant to run 
on the Anton machine. C36 parameters for ERG and PI lipids were added as custom 
parameters to the viparr library in Anton as these were not yet included in this format.  
Temperature and 
pressure controls for 
NPT dynamics were set 
using Anton’s 
multigrator, and the 
cut-off values for 
neighboring atoms was 
selected using Anton’s ark files (scripts to optimize the parameters for the integration 
 
Figure 9 – Initial setup for the peptide-membrane systems  





algorithms of the simulation). Long-range electrostatics were computed using the 
Gaussian split Ewald algorithm on Anton [142] with cutoffs also set by Anton guesser  
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scripts. Replicate runs used the same cut-off values as the first run for consistency. 
Anton software does not support surface tension ensemble, therefore the systems 
equilibrated with NPγT dynamics on NAMD were extended using the NVT ensemble 





2.3.2 Full protein studies 
The full Osh4 protein was simulated with the symmetric ER and TGN models 
starting from equilibrated systems with and without surface tension (NPT and NPγT 
dynamics respectively). Protein coordinates where obtained from crystal structure 1zhz 
on the protein data bank (PDB) [143, 145]. The protein was placed vertically at least 
10Å above the bilayer, with its mouth region facing the membrane in similar fashion 
as the peptide described in the previous section. A block of water was added using 
Packmol [144] to allow enough space for the protein to move in the aqueous phase. 
The intention of placing its mouth towards the bilayer was to probe lipid uptake, but 
none was observed. As with all the systems of study in this work, neutralizing ions 
were incorporated to the system after insertion of the protein. The protein-membrane 
system was equilibrated on NAMD for 50ns using the NPT ensemble using the same 
settings as for the peptide-membrane studies described in the previous section. 2-µs 
trajectories were run on Anton like the peptide-membrane runs with two replicates per 
system, but the data saving frequency was changed to 100.02ps to examine interaction 
energies more frequently. 
2.4 Water-oil systems 
Ternary mixtures of water, cyclohexane (CHX), and butanol were studied to 
understand the effect of this hydrotrope (butanol) at the water-oil interface. All four 





structure on interfacial dynamics. Topology files for NBUT and IBUT were made using 
coordinates for these molecules from ChemSketch [146], PyMOL [133], and Visual 
Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [147] because these were not available in the topology 
files of CHARMM general FF [148]. The TIP4P-EW water model [149] was used for 
all these systems to be consistent with previous computational studies [107, 150] and 
given its superior accuracy compared to TIP3P for these type of studies. NPAT  
dynamics (where A stands for constant 
area) were carried at 298.15K and 1bar on 
NAMD. The area (x and y dimensions) of 
the basic simulation cell was fixed, but the 
system was allowed to vary in the z-axis 
direction (direction perpendicular to the 
water-oil interface). VDW and 
electrostatics interactions were computed 
using a Lennard-Jones force-switching 
function over 8 to 10 Å [140]. 
Initial system setups were build using Packmol software [144, 151] with a box of 
water-alcohol mixture on top and bottom of a box containing cyclohexane (see Figure 
10) to mimic bulk phases when running with PBC. Five systems were built for each 
isomer ranging from 0.7 to 20 mol% of alcohol in the aqueous phase (equilibrium 
 
Figure 10 – Simulation setup for the water-
cyclohexane-hydrotrope 
(A) Bulk water is shown in cyan and bulk 
cyclohexane in white for the main simulation 
box. (B) TBA at the beginning of the simulation 
is shown explicitly with C atoms in gray and O 





values). A system of pure water and cyclohexane was also simulated to use as 
reference. TBA studies were extended to test even lower concentrations of hydrotrope, 
as low as 0.01 mol% in the aqueous phase and compare with experimental values to 
test the accuracy of our models. Table 4 lists the system size for these simulations; the 
systems with a star indicate the systems that were run for all four butanol isomers, the 
rest were only simulated for TBA. All systems were run in triplicates for 75ns. 
Table 4 – System size for hydrotrope studies 
(*indicates systems run for all butanol isomers) 
system 
TBA in water 
(at equilibrium) 
# molecules in 
simulation 
overall mass % 
compositions total 
atoms 
mol% mass% water chx tba water chx tba 
wat-
chx 
0.00 0.00 1600 250 0 57.81 42.19 0.00 10900 
T1 0.01 0.05 1650 220 8 60.87 37.92 1.21 10680 
T2 0.11 0.46 1650 220 26 59.25 36.91 3.84 10950 
T3 0.18 0.73 1650 220 34 58.56 36.48 4.96 11070 
T4 0.44 1.80 1650 220 44 57.72 35.95 6.33 11220 
T5* 0.67 2.68 1600 220 50 56.47 36.27 7.26 11110 
T6 1.89 7.34 1500 220 64 53.74 36.82 9.43 10920 
T7* 2.64 10.04 1500 220 80 52.50 35.97 11.52 11160 
T8 3.48 12.92 1500 220 96 51.32 35.16 13.51 11400 
T9 4.47 16.14 1500 220 114 50.05 34.30 15.65 11670 
T10 5.54 19.44 1500 220 132 48.85 33.47 17.69 11940 
T11* 7.23 24.29 1400 220 156 45.61 33.48 20.91 11900 
T12* 12.09 36.13 1300 220 230 39.71 31.39 28.90 12610 
T13* 18.59 48.44 1260 220 316 35.12 28.65 36.24 13740 
T14 24.05 56.59 1200 220 410 30.65 26.25 43.09 14910 
T15 29.79 63.59 1100 220 484 26.71 24.95 48.34 15620 
T16 34.24 68.20 1000 220 550 23.31 23.95 52.74 16210 
T17 38.91 72.40 1000 220 650 21.27 21.86 56.88 17710 






Chapter 3: Analysis Methods 
 
 
3.1 Membrane systems 
The following sections describe typical analysis done for membrane simulations, 
these calculations were performed for all membrane systems in this work unless stated 
otherwise. 
3.1.1 Lateral Membrane Properties 
The overall surface area per lipid (SA) was computed for each simulation to 
determine thermal equilibrium; this is a common metric to establish the stability of 
lipid-lipid interactions and lipid packing. The trajectory SA was measured on the x-y 
plane of the simulation box and divided by the number of lipids per leaflet. Component 
lipid areas (CA) were calculated for all the symmetric membrane models using Qhull 
[152], a software package that uses a triangulation technique to estimate the volume 
and surface area of a molecule based on the coordinates of three atoms in the 
phospholipid tails or one atom in sterol lipids (C2, C21, and C31 in the lipid, and O3 
in the sterol). Additionally, the compressibility modulus (KA) was calculated using 
equation 5 to measure the resistance of each membrane to uniform compression; where 





𝐾𝐴 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ∗
𝐴𝐿
𝜎𝐴𝐿
2⁄     (5) 
3.1.2 Electron density profiles 
Neutron and X-ray scattering 
experiments such as small angle neutron 
scattering (SANS) and small angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) [153, 154] are used to 
study bilayer structures. These scattering 
profiles compute the electron density of 
lipids in a bilayer, which are readily available from MD simulations. Simulation EDPs 
were plot using SIMtoEXP software package following the procedure of Kučerka et al 
[155]. The head-to-head distance of the bilayer (DHH), the Luzzati thickness (overall 
bilayer thickness) (DB), and its hydrocarbon region or core (2DC) were calculated for 
each system. The half point of the overall volume probability distributions of water and 
fatty acid (FA) tails (CH2 and CH3 groups, hydrophobic region) was used to determine 
DB and 2DC, respectively. Figure 11 shows an example of these curves for the ER-
CHL system. Estimates from the Orientation for Proteins in Membranes (OPM) 
database [156] were used to compare the hydrophobic thickness from simulation (2DC) 
with the hydrophobic length of transmembrane proteins in the ER and PM of S. 
cerevisiae for the ERG containing models, and the ER of H. sapiens for the CHL 
models. 
 
Figure 11 – Sample curves to estimate 





3.1.3 Deuterium order parameters (SCD) 
NMR 
experiments are 
commonly used to 
study the structure 
and order of  lipids in 
pure or mixed 
bilayers [157]. SCDs 
are segmental parameters used to measure the order inside a bilayer; equation (6) is 
used to compute the SCDs of simulation data, 






〉|    (6) 
where β is the angle between each C-H bond (defined by a vector) in the lipid tail and 
the bilayer normal (see Figure 12). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the FA in the sn-2 
position is the one attached to the oxygen atom of the second carbon of the glycerol 
group, while the other tail is the sn-1 chain. The hydrogens attached to the second 
carbon in the FA tails in the sn-2 position reproduce two experimental signals that are 
also differentiated in simulation data [8-12]. 
 
Figure 12 – Diagram of (A) SCD and (B) lipid wobble calculations 





3.1.4 Sterol tilt 
The tilt angle of the ring-plane was computed as described by Lim et al. [127]; 
additionally, the tilt angle of the sterol tail with respect to the bilayer normal (z-axis) 
was computed for the CHL/ERG comparison studies. The ring-plane was defined by a 
vector from C17 (base of the sterol) to C3 (carbon with the hydroxyl group), and the 
tail by a vector from C20 (first carbon in the tail) to C25 (the last carbon in the tail 
attached to two methyl groups). Atom names are the same as those shown in the sterol 
structures in Figure 2. 
3.1.5 Sterol plane orientation 
The spatial orientation of the sterol was analyzed in the CHL/ERG comparison 
studies by computing the frequency of contact between the carbon atoms in the two 
methyl groups on the rough face of the sterol and the lipid tails. CHARMM was used 
to count the number of times hydrogens from saturated and unsaturated tails were 
within 3 Å of C18 and C19 atoms in the sterol (the two methyl groups on the sterol’s 
β-face, see Figure 4). These data were obtained and blocked averaged for the last 70 
ns of equilibrated trajectory to determine a contact preference between the rough face 
of the sterol and a saturated or unsaturated environment (lipid tails). 
3.1.6 2D Radial distribution function (2D RDF) 
These distributions were used to better understand the lateral organization of lipids 





respect to a reference atom. This allows the analysis of lipid-lipid interactions on the 
x-y plane. The RDFs between the hydroxyl oxygen of all sterols in a given model over 
the equilibrated trajectory (last 70 ns of simulation) were computed for the symmetric 
models, and for several µs of trajectory in the asymmetric models. Additionally for the 
IPC ternary systems and the asymmetric models, 2D RDFs were calculated between 
the SM phosphorus atoms (the closest one to the lipid tail in the case of M(IP)2C) and 
between the amine group of the SM lipids and the hydroxyl group of the sterol. 
3.1.7 Lipid Relaxation Times 
Reorientational correlation functions are of special interest for computational 
studies because they can be directly compared to NMR relaxation parameters [157]. A 
notion of bilayer dynamic motions can be obtained from axial relaxation time constants, 
which are measured by the second rank reorientational correlation function C2(t), 
equation (7), for specific atoms in the simulation data [158], 
𝐶2(𝑡) = 〈𝑃2(?̂?(0) ∙ ?̂?(𝑡))〉    (7) 
where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial, and ?̂? is a particular heavy atom-
hydrogen vector. 
The correlation function from simulation was computed defining a cross-chain 
vector between the first carbons of each FA tail (C22-C32) in the lipids of the 





relaxation time, lipid wobble, instead of 
the true rotational motion [158]. A three 
exponential fitting was done to determine 
time constants for each lipid type in the 
membranes; equation 8 shows the general 
form of the fitting function. The three 
time constants obtained by fitting the 
simulated data correspond to the fast and slow relaxation times associated with the 
lipid’s fast isomerization and wobble respectively [11]. 
𝐶2(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑜 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑒
−𝑡 𝜏𝑖⁄3
𝑖=1    (8) 
The independent coefficient ao in equation 8 was estimated from the average value 
of the plateau reached by the correlation function over at least 35 ns of trajectory (see 
Figure 13 for an example). 
3.2 Membrane-protein systems 
3.2.1 Binding events 
Binding events were examined qualitatively using VMD to determine the time scale 
and bound configuration of the peptide and protein. In addition the interaction energies 
(ΔEbind) between the peptide/protein and membrane were computed using Anton 
software 2.12.4 (a package based on Desmond) [124, 159]. Block averages were 
 
Figure 13 – Sample fitting for the correlation 
function C2(t)  
between the cross-chain vector (C22-C32 





computed between systems bound in the same conformation (horizontal vs. vertical), 
and compared between the simple and complex models. The peptide, each protein 
region (refer to Figure 5), the full protein, and the membrane were respectively defined 
as a separate groups in a DMS file (topology and parameters file in Anton and 
Desmond), and Anton computed the ΔEbind between each group independently using 
the same settings as those used during the simulation. The reported values are estimates 
of the enthalpic contribution to the free energy of binding; the entropic contributions 
require far more sophisticated calculations and these were out of the scope of this study. 
In addition to the qualitative analysis on VMD, this software was used to track the 
rotation of the main helix o the peptide about itself. A normal vector was defined for 
the non-polar face of the peptide (red arrow in Figure 14.B&C) and a time series 
generated to observe the orientation of the non-polar side chains as the simulation 
progressed with respect to the positive z-axis (blue arrow) (Figure 14.A). This figure 
also illustrates the definition of the helix tilt angle upon stable binding. As discussed in 
Section 6.1 the decrease in interaction energy time series shows more stable binding 
occurs when the non-polar face of the peptides is oriented towards the hydrophobic 
core of the membrane. Finally, EDPs, computed as described in the previous section, 
were used to show the peptide’s location at the end of the simulation. The profiles were 
computed for the full protein, N-terminus (residues 1 to 7), C-terminus (residues 19 to 





the trajectories (refer to Figure 5). The phosphate region profile is also shown to 
facilitate comparison of the peptide location between the two bound conformations 
found in this study. 
Figure 14 –Orientation of the ALPS-like motif with respect to the bilayer 
(A) Time progression (white to black) of the side chains as the peptide interacts with the bilayer; the 
arrow represents the normal vector to the non-polar residues for the z-nvt trajectory as an example. 
(B) Definition for α, the helix tilt angle with respect to the membrane surface upon stable binding; 
and β the angle between the normal vector to the non-polar face of the peptide (red arrow) and the 
bilayer normal (solid red line) for a trajectory where the peptide bound to the top leaflet (z-nvt), and 
the (C) bottom leaflet (o-npt) 
3.2.2 Protein-lipid interactions 
The frequency of contact of each amino acid in the ALPS-like motif was computed 
during the last microsecond of simulation and blocked averaged every 60ns. 
CHARMM was used to count the number of times phosphorus atoms from the 
membrane where within 5Å of the peptide’s heavy atoms (center of mass of each 
residue) as well as the Cα atom of each peptide residue. Averaged values between all 
the simulations sharing a binding conformation (horizontal vs. vertical/tilted) are 






Similar analysis was carried for the full protein; non-hydrogen protein-membrane 
atoms within 10 Å of each other were counted after stable protein binding for all the 
residues studied in experimental cysteine-replacement cross-linking studies performed 
by Schulz et al [95]. These residues were also examined on a previous computation 
study that also obtained matching results to experimental data [97]. The contact 
distance of 10 Å was selected to mimic the distance required for experimental cross-
linking between a cysteine in the protein and a liposome. 
3.2.3 Peptide structure 
Helical character was determined using CHARMM as the percent of amino acids 
with this secondary structure, data was collected every 0.2ns for the entire trajectory 
and then blocked every 10ns. Comparison was done between horizontal and vertical 
bound conformations as well as between simple and complex systems. The tilt angle of 
the main helix with respect to the membrane surface was also computed for the last 
microsecond of simulation to corroborate the bound conformation of the peptide. 
Results were averaged across systems sharing a bound conformation. The main helix 
vector for these measurements was defined between the alpha carbons of residues 
SER8 and SER18. The tilt angle was measured between the vector defining the main 
helix of the peptide and the bilayer normal, then subtracted from 90° to obtain the angle 





3.3 Water-oil systems 
3.3.1 Interfacial tension 
The interfacial tension was calculated from the components of the pressure tensor 










)  (9) 
This measurement was compared against experimental trends for ternary systems 
with TBA and other small alcohols and different organic phases (figures included in 
Chapter 7). Direct comparison was available with experimental measurements from 
collaborators in Russia who used the Wilhelmy plate method to measure the interfacial 
tension of ternary systems with the same TBA overall concentrations as the simulation 
systems. Measurements with higher TBA concentration, approaching the critical point 
of the ternary system, were performed using the spinning drop method. 
3.3.2 Hydrotrope structure at the interface 
Hydrotrope orientation at the interface was characterized according to the tilt angle 
between the z-axis and the vector defined by the carbon to which the hydroxyl group 
is attached and its oxygen. Additionally, 2D RDFs were computed between the oxygens 





3.3.3 Thickness of the interface 
 
 
Figure 15 – Sample curve fitting to estimate the thickness of the interface (cyan box) 
The ADP for this system (S1) is shown in the insert as an example of the location of 
each species in the simulation box at equilibrium. 
 
Atom density profiles (ADP) were computed using CHARMM in similar fashion 
as the EDPs for membrane simulations. These were used to study the thickness of the 
interface with decreasing interfacial tension (i.e. increasing hydrotrope concentration) 
Symmetrized molecule density profiles (MDP; atom density profiles (ADP) divided by 
the corresponding number of atoms per molecule) were used to estimate the interfacial 
thickness by fitting a hyperbolic tangent function to the total density profile (see Figure 
15)  following the van der Walls (VDW) theory of smooth interfaces [160]. The MDP 
profiles were recentered to have the center of the interface in the simulation box at the 





is z-axis coordinate of the simulation box, ζ is the characteristic length of the thickness 
of the interface (thickness=2* ζ), Δρ is the density profile, and Δρo is the difference 
between the bulk densities of the liquids. The characteristic length of the interface, ζ, 
approaches the correlation length of the fluctuations of the interface (ξ) as the mixtures 
approaches its critical point, but it is not the same far away from it. 
𝐴𝐷𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑡 = ∆𝜌 = ∆𝜌𝑂 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (
𝑧
𝜁
)  (10) 
Relationships between the interface thickness and Δρo were computed to 
corroborate theoretical expressions; and a universal density profile was derived by 
reducing Δρ and z by Δρo and ζ (plots are shown in Chapter 7). One of the theoretical 
relationships suggested by VDW states the inverse of the thickness of the interface has 
a linear dependence on the square root of the interfacial tension near the critical point 
of a given mixture [161]. This relationship was examined based on both experimental 
and simulated mixtures both near and far away from the critical point. The results are 







Chapter 4: Symmetric Membrane Simulation Results 
 
 
4.1 Symmetric Yeast ERG/CHL 
The following results summarize the behavior of the simulated systems to examine 
the effect of CHL versus ERG in a bilayer. The analysis was done in the last 70 ns of 
simulation for each trajectory; the results were block-averaged for each replicate, and 
averaged values between the replicate runs are reported with their respective standard 
error. The results are independent of initial lipid configuration on the x-y plane. 
4.1.1 Lateral Membrane Properties 
Table 5 – Lateral membrane properties for the symmetric models with ERG and CHL 
Average and standard error of the surface area per lipid, compressibility modulus, and sterol tilt angle 
(values calculated from the time series of equilibrated data).  






er 63.6 ± 0.4 25.1 ± 0.3 0.28 ± 0.02 25.1 ± 0.7 39.9 ± 0.5 
tgn 60.9 ± 0.4 32.0 ± 0.9 0.27 ± 0.02 23.9 ± 0.2 37.2 ± 0.3 
CHL 
er 63.6 ± 0.4 33.4 ± 1.5 0.40 ± 0.07 24.5 ± 0.3 38.1 ± 0.7 
tgn 60.9 ± 0.3 22.6 ± 0.1 0.36 ± 0.07 22.6 ± 0.4 36.3 ± 0.1 
 
The CHL systems started from an equilibrated configuration of the models 
containing ERG; thus, the new systems reached equilibrium in the first 25 ns of 





and sterol tilt angles (ring-plane and tail) for each membrane. There is no statistical 
difference between the overall surface area between the ERG and CHL systems, 
probably due to their low to moderate concentrations in the ER and TGN models 
respectively. There is, however, a difference between their KA values; the models with 
CHL have 42% and 33% larger KA than those with ERG in the ER and TGN 
respectively (Table 5). In addition, the CA analysis reveals the structural differences 
between ERG and CHL does impact their individual areas per molecule (see Table 
A.1). These values vary in opposite direction for CHL and ERG depending on 
membrane model (unsaturation degree); ERG hast a larger CA than CHL in the TGN, 
a more unsaturated environment, but a lower CA than CHL in the ER, which has 10% 
more saturated lipid tail than the TGN model. This results contradicts experimental 
results [62, 162] that concluded CHL induces more condensation than ERG. It is 
important to know that, as mentioned repeatedly in the literature [60, 62], unsaturation 
degree is not the only variable on sterol-lipid interactions; lipid headgroup also 
influences the dynamics of the sterol molecule and modulates the location of the 
molecule in the membrane core. Most experimental and simulation studies have been 
done using the PC headgroup, but limited work has been done with membranes 






4.1.2 Sterol tilt 
There is no statistical difference 
between the tilt angles of the sterol tails 
in the ER and TGN models with either 
ERG or CHL, (p-values of 0.40 and 
0.17 respectively). Yet, the orientation 
of the sterol ring-plane in the CHL-
containing models seems to be slightly 
more vertical with respect to the bilayer 
normal (z-axis) than the ERG models.  The same trend is observe for the sterol tails, 
they are more tilted with respect to the bilayer in the ERG models possibly due to its 
extra double bonds. Figure 16 shows the sterol ring-plane tilt angle probability 
distributions for all the systems in this study and Table 4 lists the average values. 
The average ring plane angles are lager in the ERG models, expected due to 
additional double bonds in its structure that make the ring more rigid and educe tail 
flexibility. Even though there is no statistical difference between the average tilt angles 
in the ER or TGN with the respective sterol molecule, the angle decreases (i.e. the 
molecule aligns better with the vertical axis) with increasing sterol content as expected. 
The sterol molecules cause a more ordered environment due to their interaction with 
the lipid tails (straightening). Sterol tilt seems to also be modulated by the methyl  
 
Figure 16 - Average sterol tilt angles for all 
membrane models  
(angle between the bilayer normal and the sterol 
vector defined from the carbon at the base of the 






groups on the rough face of the 
molecule [56, 59]. The α-face of the 
sterol tends to interact more with 
fully saturated lipid tails, while the 
methyl groups on the β-face prefer to 
be in a more unsaturated 
environment [47]. Figure 17 shows 
the frequency of contact between the methyl groups on the β-face (C18 and C19) with 
either saturated or unsaturated tails. In agreement with known trends, the unsaturated 
chains have more interaction with the rough face of the sterol, while the smooth face 
interacts with saturated tails with comparable frequency across all systems [47]. 
4.1.3 Electron density profiles 
Figure 18 shows the 
symmetrized EDPs for the ER 
and TGN systems with CHL; 
these profiles result from the 
summation of the individual 
lipids EDPs and that of water. 
DHH was estimated from the 
peak values of each profile in this figure. Table 6, summarizes the bilayer thicknesses 
 
Figure 17 – Frequency of contact between the sterol’s 
β-face and lipid tails. 
 





for all systems (ERG and CHL models). From the DHH thickness there is a slight 
increase in membrane thickness for the CHL models, in agreement with experimental 
and computational trends of CHL [53, 163] having a condensing effect on the bilayer, 
making it stiffer (higher KA) and thicker. This difference is more noticeable in the ER 
models, which contain 13% more saturated FA than the TGN models. Unsaturation 
degree in the bilayer also influences the effect of sterol type on membrane properties; 
for example, 2DC increases with increasing sterol concentration and even more so with 
CHL than with ERG.  
Table 6 – Bilayer thicknesses DH-H, DB, and 2DC for the models comparing sterols 
The estimates from the OPM database, compared with the simulation 2DC, were averaged among those 
available for the ER membranes of yeast S. cerevisiae and Homo sapiens to compare with the ERG and 
CHL models respectively. 




er 37.8 ± 0.1 34.1 ± 0.2 29.1 ± 0.2 29.6 ± 0.2* 
tgn 38.4 ± 0.1 35.8 ± 0.2 29.7 ± 0.2 - 
CHL 
er 39.0 ± 0.8 33.5 ± 0.4 26.4 ± 0.4 31.7 ± 1.3** 
tgn 38.8 ± 0.2 35.6 ± 0.4 27.9 ± 0.4 - 
(* average between PDBIDs: 2wwa, 2ww9, 4wmz, 5eqb; **average between PDBIDs: 5fn4, 5fn3, 5gky, 
4uis, 5a63) 
While there is almost no change in the hydrophobic thickness between the ER and 
TGN models containing ERG, 2DC increases in the CHL systems with larger sterol 
concentration (2DC-TGN>2DC-ER). Additionally, the hydrophobic thickness is higher in 
the ERG systems, contrary to the stronger condensation effect of CHL vs. ERG shown 
by DHH and data trends available in the OPM database [156]. Estimates for the 





transmembrane helices (last column on Table 2), and can be directly compared to our 
estimates of 2DC. The estimated thicknesses from the OPM for the ER of yeast are a 
good reference for our ER-ERG model because it is the same reference organism. This 
is not the case for the ER-CHL model; the proteins selected to evaluate our estimate 
are from human ER membranes (more saturated environment), which have different 
lipid composition than yeast ER. Therefore, the OPM estimate for the ER-CHL model, 
31.7±1.3 Å is not a precise reference for the hydrophobic thickness of the CHL models, 
but it rather gives an idea of the membrane-sterol effect in a bilayer. This last trend 
seem to be more related to the membrane environment. There is a 9% reduction in 2DC 
in the ER model (70% unsaturation) and 6% reduction for the TGN (80% unsaturation), 
in agreement with experimental studies on pure-lipid-sterol membranes that concluded 
increase unsaturation in a bilayer mitigates cholesterol’s effect in the mechanical and 
structural properties [162]. 
4.1.4 Deuterium order parameters (SCD) 
Comparison of the SCDs between the ER and TGN models show there is more order 
(higher parameter value) for the lipids in the TGN model despite its higher unsaturation 
degree (Table A.2). The higher order results from the TGN’s sterol content, i.e., more 
than twice than that in the ER models. Moreover, the parameter values between the 
CHL and ERG models show that CHL induces more order than ERG in lipids where 





and sn-1 tail in POPI lipids as well as the C2-C9 values in the sn-2 tails of YOPA and 
DYPE lipids in the ER-ERG model have lower values. There is no statistical difference 
among the SCDs of the fully saturated tail in POPI, PYPI, and POPS lipids. Figure 19 
shows sample SCDs for YOPA in all models as it is one of the systems that better shows 
the differences in bilayer order that arise from lipid diversity, unsaturation, and sterol 
content. 
Figure 19 – SCD values in the ER and TGN models with ERG and CHL 
Comparison for the (A) sn-1 chains of YOPA in the ER and TGN models with ERG and CHL 
respectively, and between the (B) sterol tails. 
 
Moreover, Figure 19 also shows the order parameters for the sterol tails (carbon 
numbering shown in Figure 2). There is no statistical difference between the values of 







the one that is more restricted to move. As expected, the methyl groups have the lowest 
parameter values, and the alkene groups’ values in between the two extremes. Similar 
to the lipid tail parameters, the TGN model SCDs for the CH2 carbons are higher than 
the ones in the ER for either sterol type. As expected from its chemical structure (more 
rigid ring plane and tail), the ERG tails have higher SCDs (CH2 groups) than those in 
the systems containing CHL. 
4.1.5 Sterol plane orientation 
The sterol’s ring plane is located in the middle of the hydrophobic region of the 
bilayer, interacting directly with the lipid tails. Examination of the environment around 
the ring plane shows sterols, independent of type and concentration in the bilayer, 
prefer to orient themselves with their β-face facing unsaturated FA. CHL is a more 
saturated molecule than ERG, when present in low concentration there is no statistical 
difference vs. the ERG systems in the frequency of contact with either saturated or 
unsaturated lipids (95% confidence interval). However, at moderate concentration (>10 
mol%) there is more interaction with unsaturated lipids between the β-face of CHL than 
that of ERG (p-value=0.011). Typically sterols rather interact with a saturated 
environment, which drives sterol-rich domain formation. The interaction of sterols with 
saturated lipids has no statistical difference between each model with ERG and CHL 





4.1.6 Radial distribution functions 
The 2D RDF computed for these 
systems indicate there is no preferred 
lateral organization for CHL over 
ERG in their immediate vicinity. 
There are not, however, a measure of 
sterol clustering due to the short time 
scale of these trajectories and lack of 
sphingolipids in the models (important molecules in cluster formation). Figure 20 
shows the first solvation shell around 5.3±0.2 Å for the ERG systems and 4.9±0.2 Å 
for the CHL systems, which suggests that the ERG’s unsaturated tail increase the 
distance of sterol contact. There is a second solvation shell for the ERG systems 
between 12 and 15 Å, whereas this shell is around 10 Å for the CHL systems. 
Additionally, there is a third shell for the CHL systems between 14 and 16 Å. These 
second and third shells suggest that CHL has a strong preference to form clusters that 
are linear due to the shell being multiples of 5 Å and similar to web-like structures 
found from simulations of membranes with high concentrations of sterol [164]. 
From the sterol-sterol interactions described by 2D RDFs, the first solvation shell 
in Figure 20 suggest hydrogen bonding between close-by molecules, and the second 
and third shells in the CHL systems could be indicators of a parallel configuration 
 
Figure 20 - 2D RDFs for the hydroxyl groups 





between close-by cholesterols. Interestingly, there is no solvation shell in the ERG 
systems corresponding to the second shell of CHL, possibly due to the double bond in 
the sterol tail that makes the molecule more bulky and less favorable for a parallel 
organization with neighboring ergosterol molecules. The distance of the first solvation 
shells in Figure 20 are of comparable magnitude with a study of CHL-DPPC (20-80 
mol%) [59] that examined sterol-sterol interactions with 2D RDFs between their center 
of mass.  
4.1.7 Lipid Relaxation Times 
Table 7 – Lipid wobble times (ns) derived from the cross-chain correlation function. 
Longest time constant in the 3-exponential fitting to the C2(t) correlation between cross-chain carbons, 
C22-C32 in each lipid tail according to CHARMM topology file nomenclature. 
 ER TGN 
ERG 9.70 ± 3.29 11.50 ± 2.59 
CHL 7.26 ± 1.27 6.42 ± 1.14 
 
Table 7 lists the longest relaxation time constant from the 3-exponential fits to the 
C2(t) correlation function from simulation data (Table A.3 lists all the time constants); 
these correspond to the lipid slow rotational motion known as wobble. The cross-chain 
(CC) vector defined between C22-C32 carbons on the sn-2 and sn-1 tails, respectively 
provides a better idea of lipid wobble (slow rotation) according to the study presented 
in [158]. The current results show lipid wobble is slower in ERG systems (longer 
relaxation time) by at least 30% vs. the CHL systems, which can be attributed to the 
extra double bonds in ERG (“bulkier” molecule) as well as the higher order induced by 






Based on the CA of each lipid, which increased for all lipids when substituting ERG 
with CHL, lipid wobble times should be smaller for the CHL systems given they have 
more space to move. From Table 6, this is precisely the case for our systems, lipid 
wobble decreased at least 25% in the CHL systems vs. those with ERG. However, 
increasing sterol content had no effect in the ERG and CHL models. The weighted 
average lipid wobble in the ER and TGN are not statistically different within a 95% 
confidence interval. Individual lipid wobble followed the same trend, but 
monounsaturated lipids had larger wobble times for the ER-CHL model vs. that with 
ERG. 
4.2 Symmetric models with IPC lipids 
4.2.1 Lateral organization 
Ternary systems of IPC/ERG and a third lipid (POPI or POPC) were simulated to 
examine the effect of this third lipid in the interaction between the sphingolipid (IPC) 
and the sterol (ERG). PI is a bulkier lipid headgroup, and therefore occupies more space 
in the bilayer; however, the SA of each membrane, reported on Table 8, has no 
statistical difference between the models with either POPI or POPC lipids. 
Interestingly, the KA is affected by the third lipid (POPI/POPC); both models have the 
same degree of unsaturation in their lipid tails, but the lipid headgroups plays a relevant 





Table 8 – Surface area and KA for the IPC ternary models 
Model SA (Å2) KA (N/m) 
PI-IPC 41.48 ± 0.82 3.57 ± 0.25 
PC-IPC 40.94 ± 0.20 2.75 ± 0.32 
 
This can be attributed to the effect of POPI or POPC on the lipid-lipid interactions 
in each bilayer. Figure 21 shows 2D RDFs computed between IPC-POPX, IPC-IPC, 
ERG-ERG, and IPC-ERG respectively. Panel A shows there is similar interaction 
between IPC and POPI or POPC lipids. The RDFs were computed between the 
phosphate atoms of each lipid; the slightly higher distribution for the IPC-PC system 
could indicate electrostatic interactions between these two lipids are stronger, but it 
may be more related to the structure of the lipids and steric hindrance. The PI headgroup 
requires more space and is more rigid than the linear PC headgroup. P-P interactions 
between IPC-PC may be easier because there is simply more space for them to get 
closer. For this same reason, as observed in panel C in the same figure, IPC lipids in 
the PC model have more opportunity to interact with one another, and thus the first 
solvation shell of the IPC-IPC distribution is higher than the same distribution for the 
PI model.  
A more interesting effect is observed in the ERG-ERG interactions as shown by the 
O-O interactions on Figure 21.E. While the interaction distance remains the same, the 
frequency is higher for the first solvation shell association of sterols in the PI model. 
Panel F shows a sterol cluster with interacting distances that are within the first two 






the sterol’s spatial orientation with respect to the sterols around it. The β-faces of the 
sterols in the sample cluster can either align in a clock-wise fashion, or face another β-
face, which corresponds to the second crest in the first peak of the distribution. As far 
as the ERG interaction with IPC, as shown in panel G, the third lipid has minimal 
influence in the strength and frequency of this interaction. Both distributions, for POPI 
and POPC, follow the same trend, but there is an additional interaction shell in the PC 
systems. This small peak in the PC distribution could arise from hydrogen bonding 
between the sterol and IPC, with any of the four hydroxyl groups (two in the SM chain, 
and two in the FA chain). There is more accessibility to IPC in the PC model because 
this is a less bulky headgroup that would allow the sterol to interact with IPC in 
different orientations. Examining the 2D RDFs between the center of mass of the 
inositol rings in IPC and PI could provide additional details in ring-ring interactions 





Figure 21 – 2D RDFs among IPC-PI/PC lipids 
Inter-lipid interactions between the phosphorus atoms of (A) IPC-POPI and IPC-POPC lipids; (C) IPC 
lipids; (E) Hydroxyl oxygens of ERG; (G) IPC-ERG molecules. (B) and (D) show the interaction 







4.2.2 Membrane structure 





in the simulation 
box with the sole 
constraint of being in a bilayer conformation. During initial equilibration, these relax 
into a more natural configuration, but they are still a random mixture of lipids. During 
the simulation trajectory, the system equilibrates and lipids reorganized as they interact 
with their neighbors. Figure 22 shows this for one of the PI systems in this study; 
initially the lipid tails are randomly mixed and disordered, but by the end of the 
simulation the tails have ordered due to the high sterol content (33 mol%) and also 
because of their interactions with the fully saturated IPC tails. As it was discussed in 
Section 4.1, both the sterol type and the membrane environment modulate sterol-lipid 
interactions and their influence on membrane properties. The sterol’s ordering effect is 
also related to Lo and Ld phase coexistence; sterol rich domains are more ordered (gel-
phase like) and known as the Lo phase, and the sterol depleted regions as Ld.  
 
Figure 22 – Lipid chains ordering effect  
(A) Beginning and (B) end of the simulation; ERG (yellow), IPC (black), POPI 





As shown in Figure 23, the sterol (shown in yellow) lies between regions of IPC 
(black) and POPX (red) lipids. This results from the sterols’ preference to associate 
with fully saturated lipids like IPC. Figure 24 shows there is a distinctive preference 
for ERG to orient its β-face (with two methyl groups sticking out of the ring plane) 
towards saturated lipid tails; which was also observed in the studies of the yeast models  
 
Figure 23 – IPC-ERG domains at the beginning and end of the simulation 
The main simulation box is shown by the white square, the rest of each image shows the image atoms 
for each system to better show the lipid organization. 






or the ER and TGN organelles 
(Section 4.1). There was no 
statistical difference, within a 
95% confidence interval, 
between the frequencies of 
contact of the β-face or ERG 
in the PI or PC models. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note in Figure 23.B sterols are more prone to be at the 
border of IPC-rich regions in the PC system, in agreement with the literature [21]. As 
mentioned before, the 2D RDF between the IPC amine and the hydroxyl oxygen in 
ERG has an additional peak around 2.5 Å for the PC system that the PI distribution 
does not have. ERG-IPC interactions may be facilitated in the PC system more than in 
the PI systems due simply to having more space to interact. An additional variable in 
the frequency of interactions between ERG and IPC could be interactions between 
POPI lipids and ERG. If there are ERG-POPI interactions that compete against ERG-
IPC domain-forming interactions, it would explain why the sterol resides at the 
interface between POPC and IPC better than between POPI and IPC. 
Membrane order as expressed by SCDs from simulation was not in agreement with 
experiment, but showed the opposite trend: more order in the PC containing model [21] 
(Figure 25). The experimental measurements looked at equimolar mixtures of IPC, 
 





ERG, and PI or PC lipids from yeast extracts, but the FA tails for yeast extracts vary 
and may influence overall lipid order in a different way compared to the 
IPC/ERG/POPX models. It is likely that some discrepancies between this work and the 
experimental results are due to the use of a different lipids.  
ERG-rich domains are known 
to exist with fully saturated lipids, 
mainly SM lipids in biological 
membranes [25, 165, 166]; one of 
the reasons why there were no 
domains observed in the 
symmetric TGN or PM models 
previously published with lack of 
lipids with fully saturated tails 
[27].  Different from the 
symmetric studies of the ER and 
TGN models discussed in the 
previous section, the β-face of ERG in the IPC models was in contact with saturated 
lipids nearly twice as much as with unsaturated lipids (see Figure 24). This 
arrangement facilitates domain formation with ERG residing at the interface between 
IPC and the third component. This location allows for the sterol’s α-face to interacting 
 
Figure 25 – Order parameters for the IPC ternary systems 
(A) IPC/ERG/POPI system, (B) IPC/ERG/POPC 
systems. Maximum and minimum values of the SCD are 
shown for each systems. Standard errors of these values 





with unsaturated FA, also noticeable in the end-of-simulation snapshots in Figure 23. 
As a result, the methyl groups in its ring plane are in a more suitable (saturated) 
environment and stabilize lipid domain formation. 
The EDPs for these ternary 
models, shown in Figure 26, are 
very similar. The sterol molecules 
are situated well inside the 
hydrophobic core of the 
membrane, and the POPC groups 
have a narrower densify profile 
than the POPI groups as expected 
(size-wise in the horizontal axis). 
Interestingly, the interdigitation 
of the long SM tails from IPC is not as notorious as anticipated. Notice the profile for 
IPC lipids has a peak at the center of the bilayer, resulting from the bending of several 
26-carbon chains in between the leaflets. This is also seen in Figure 22, where the long 
black tails of IPC are folded at the center of the bilayer and only a few stretch into the 
other leaflet. There is still analysis to be done to distinguish the percentage of tails that 
remain in between the leaflets from the tails that do interact with the opposing leaflet. 
 
 





Chapter 5: Asymmetric Membrane Simulation Results 
 
 
5.1 Membrane Structure 
5.1.1 Leaflet organization 
Asymmetric models for the PM and TGN were simulated to examine lipid phase 
coexistence, domain formation, and interleaflet coupling.  
Table 9 lists the overall SA per leaflet in each model as well as the SA of the 
previous symmetric models for both the PM and TGN as reference. Models 1 and 2 of 
the symmetric systems only differed in saturation degree by 6.3% in the TGN and 9.4% 
in the PM. The equilibrium unsaturation degree for the cytosolic and non-cytosolic 
leaflets in the asymmetric models is also listed in Table 9. Notice the reduction in 
unsaturation degree in the cytosolic leaflet in both models is related to the sterol content 
in the leaflet. Figure 27.B lists the initial and final sterol concentrations per leaflet 
averaged between the two replicates for each model, and Figure 27.A shows the time 
series for this exchange. Sterols were counted at every frame in the simulation using 
CHARMM; the molecules were selected above and below the center of the bilayer with 





was defined by the average position of the membrane in the z-axis of recentered 
trajectories; these were also used to calculate the EDPs discussed in Section 5.1.3. 
There is still sterol flip-flop taking place at the end of the simulations, but it is already 
at equilibrium (same amount of sterols being exchanged between leaflets). 
















PM-cyto 0.67 0.60 53.74 ± 0.10 53.46 ± 0.02 PM1 47.42 ± 0.25 
PM-noncyto 0.59 0.68 47.77 ± 0.43 42.08 ± 0.02 PM2 46.76 ± 0.30 
TGN-cyto 0.70 0.66 63.18 ± 0.09 58.30 ± 0.02 TGN1 60.56 ± 0.36 
TGN-noncyto 0.89 0.85 56.16 ± 0.11 56.14 ± 0.02 TGN2 60.95 ± 0.36 
PM-cyto 0.67 0.60 53.74 ± 0.10 53.46 ± 0.02 PM1 47.42 ± 0.25 
 
Figure 27 – Sterol exchange between asymmetric leaflets 
(A) Time series of ERG in each leaflet; (B) Beginning and final location of sterols in the cytosolic 











Table 10 - Change in sterol composition in the asymmetric models 
  PM-cyto PM-noncyto TGN-cyto TGN-noncyto 
initial sterol % 21.64 46.21 3.33 24.40 
Final sterol % 13.93 49.68 7.05 21.60 
 
Figure 27.B has snapshots of the initial and final sterol molecules in each leaflet 
for one of the TGN replicas. The sterol flux is higher towards the cytosolic leaflet in 
this model, and results in an increase in sterol content in this leaflet. The overall sterol 
content in the TGN is 42% of that in the PM that has 34.41% ERG content in total. The 
sterol exchange in the TGN results in all sterol molecules in one or the other leaflet; 
however, the higher sterol content in the PM results in an equilibrium exchange that 
leaves on average two sterol molecules at the center of the bilayer that lie horizontally 
in between the leaflets. Additional analysis is required to quantify the interaction 
between the horizontal sterols at the center of the bilayer with SM lipids tails, if any. 
Subsequent analysis of these models was done only in the equilibrated section of the 
trajectory as established by stable sterol exchange between leaflets. 
5.1.2 SCD 
The average order parameters were examined in both models; sn-1 and sn-2 
tails in the IPC and M(IP)2C lipids were set to be the sphingomyelin and FA chains 
respectively (see Figure 28). From these values there is more order in the PM, which 
agrees well with the equilibrium unsaturation degree, i.e. larger unsaturation degree 
results in a less ordered bilayer. There is also more sterol in both leaflets of this model, 





SCDs for the symmetric templates for the cytosolic and non-cytosolic leaflets along with 
the values for the asymmetric leaflets at equilibrium. At first glance, the order 
parameters for the asymmetric models are higher in the cytosolic leaflet, in agreement 
with a more saturated environment in this leaflet upon equilibration (refer to Table 9). 
Sterol certainly influences membrane order, but also the unsaturation environment and 
potentially the interaction between leaflets have an effect on the structural properties 
of a bilayer. 
Figure 28 – Order parameters for the lipids in the new PM and TGN models 
 
Table 11 – Comparison between weighted SCD averages of membrane models 
Model system sn-1 sn-2 system sn-1 sn-2 
Symm. 
PM-cyto  0.157 0.122 TGN-cyto  0.148 0.115 
PM-noncyto  0.119 0.163 TGN-noncyto  0.116 0.117 
avg 0.138 0.142 avg 0.132 0.116 
Asymm. 
PM-cyto 0.171 0.134 TGN-cyto 0.142 0.110 
PM-noncyto 0.111 0.157 TGN-noncyto  0.121 0.122 








The EDPs for each system were 
computed over the last 2µs of 
trajectory. The location of the SM 
lipids and ERG in each model is 
shown in the EDPs for the both 
systems, PM and TGN (Figure 29). 
The colored profiles, green for ERG, 
red for M(IP)2C, and blue for IPC 
also show the relative amounts of 
these lipids in each model. Notice 
that both of the SM lipids have a tail 
that goes into the hydrophobic region 
of the opposing leaflet, but most of 
the long SM tails remain in between 
the bilayers (Figure 29.A&B), 
similar to what was observed for the 
symmetric IPC models (refer to 
Figure 22). This is not an artificial or biased result from the way the leaflets were 
merged when building the systems. The symmetric templates for the non-cytosolic 
 
Figure 29 – Total EDPs for the asymmetric models 
(A) PM model aligned with its corresponding density 
profile; M(IP)2C shown in purple and IPC in blue with 
some of their tails extending into the opposing leaflet 
and others bended at the center of the bilayer (Solid 
likes indicate the location of the main peaks in the 
EDP for this model). Profiles for the (B) PM and (C) 
TGN models. (Solid lines in the profiles show its 





leaflet had long, extended, tails from the SM embedded in the opposite leaflet. When 
merging the templates for the cytosolic and non-cytosolic leaflet, a space of at least 8 
Å was left between the leaflets to prevent clashing of lipid tails. As the leaflets merged 
together in an initial equilibration some 26-carbon tails did penetrate into the opposite 
leaflet, but most remained bended at the center of the bilayer. The same trend of bended 
SM tails was observed in the IPC ternary systems, which started from a random 
distribution with some long-tailed lipids extending into the other leaflet.  
The peak-to-peak distance for the PM and TGN is 44.4±0.4 Å and 40.8±0.6 Å, 
respectively. Again, higher sterol content and higher bilayer order in the PM result in 
a bulkier/thicker bilayer versus the TGN. A notorious difference between the total EDP 
for the PM is an extra peak in the profile corresponding to the non-cytosolic leaflet 
(right) due to the large amount of ERG in this model (notice the extra peak aligns with 
the ERG profile in this model, green curve). This is barely observed around 7 Å in the 
TGN EDP simply because this model has less sterol. The peak for the M(IP)2C at the 
center of the PM profile also arises from a higher concentration of this lipid than in the 
TGN model. The peak shows that significant amount of the long tails in this lipid are 
bended in between the leaflets, also observed when examining the systems on VMD. 
However, more analysis needs to be done to quantify the lipid tails that do extend into 
the other leaflet, and whether this penetration is stabilized by specific lipid-lipid 






Visual examination of 
lipid clusters in the PM and 
TGN shows clustering 
depends, in part, by the 
amount of lipids in the 
model. However, even at 
low concentrations as in 
the TGN models, SM 
lipids do aggregate as 
shown in Figure 30. IPC and M(IP)2C have the same unsaturation degree inside the 
hydrophobic core. It has been suggested that SM-ERG domains are stabilized by 
interactions between the amine group in the SM and the hydroxyl group in sterols [165]. 
There are fewer ERG clusters in the non-cytosolic leaflet of the TGN, and most 
domains seem to be formed 
from the interaction of IPC 
and M(IP)2C lipids (see 
Figure 30, right panels). 
Sample lipid-lipid interactions 
are shown in Figure 31 for  
 
Figure 30 – Snapshots of lipid domains in the asymmetric models  
ERG (yellow), IPC (blue), and M(IP)2C (magenta) 
  
Figure 31 – Lipid-lipid interactions in the asymmetric models 
between (A) IPC lipids in the PM, and (B) M(IP)2C lipids in 





the PM (panel A) and the TGN (B). 
IPC molecules tend to align to each 
other better because their headgroups 
as not as bulky as the M(IP)2C lipids. 
Interaction between M(IP)2C lipids 
depends on the orientation of the 
bulky headgroup; it can be extended 
towards the water as on the left 
snapshot in Figure 31.B, or bended 
on itself with its sugar closer to the 
hydrophobic core as one of the 
molecules in the interacting pair on 
the right snapshot. Additional 
analysis will examine the 2D RDFs 
between the center of mass of the 
inositol rings to determine if there is 
a preferred alignment when clusters 
are formed. 
Figure 32 shows qualitatively ERG clusters and their location with respect to IPC 
(blue) and M(IP)2C (purple) lipids in panel A. Panel B shows only sterol molecules 
 
Figure 32 – Lipid clusters in the PM asymmetric 
model 
(A) SM lipids are shown in purple (M(IP)2C) and blue 
(IPC) and sterols in yellow. (B) Sterol cluster shapes. 
The spheres represent the center of mass of each 
molecule and the sizes are relative to the size of each 
lipid. The main simulation box is shown at the center 





represented by their centers of mass and potential cluster shapes. Both, the hexagonal 
and pentagonal possible configurations for ERG cluster include a sterol molecule at the 
center. There are some sterol molecules arrange in a linear fashion, which need to be 
further examine to determine if there is a particular orientation in terms of the β-face 
of the sterol, like back-to-back or front-to-back spatial arrangement. 2D RDFs analysis 
will further examine inter-species interactions to determine lateral organization of 
ERG, IPC, and M(IP)2C as it pertains to cluster formation. Interactions to be examined 
include P-P, for both phosphates in the case of M(IP)2C lipids, and N-O for SM-sterol 







Chapter 6:  Membrane-Protein Simulation Results 
 
 
6.1 ALPS-like Motif of Osh4 
6.1.1 Binding events 
Two binding conformations were 
observed for the ALPS-like motif 
studies; one with the peptide oriented 
perpendicular to the membrane 
surface, or slightly tilted, and 
partially embedded and the other 
with the peptide lying horizontally on 
the bilayer embedded at the 
phosphate region of the interacting 
leaflet (see Figure 33). Binding 
events were stochastic and no 
preference was shown for a given bound conformation based on the original orientation 
of the peptide above bilayer (see Table 3). Binding events were characterized 
 
Figure 33 – Binding conformations of the ALPS-like 
motif of Osh4 
(top) vertical conformation for the o-npt system, 
(bottom) horizontal conformation from the z-nvt 
system. Non-polar residues are shown in white, polar 
residues in green, negatively charged residues in red, 





qualitatively using VMD to estimate the binding time scale, and quantitatively from 
the time series and block averages of ΔEbind.  
Initial contact time between the peptide and membrane are listed in the last column 
of Table 3. Interactions were listed if they lasted for at least 50ns, even if stable binding 
wasn’t yet obtained. The use of surface tension had no effect on the final bound 
conformation, it simply accelerated the binding time scale by nearly 50% in the ER and 
TGN models, and by 38% in some of the simpler models. From the 21 trajectories 
obtained in this study, two had no stable binding, and four had peptide-membrane 
interaction events as early as at 300ns that lasted as much as 230-640ns prior to stable 
binding, which took place at least after 1.54µs of trajectory (see Table 3). Peptide 
contact times smaller than 300ns in Table 3 lasted between 50 to 100ns, after which the 
peptide returned to the aqueous phase before binding to the membrane in its final 
conformation. It remains still unclear whether the peptide bound to the bilayer due to 
existing packing defects (i.e. enough exposure of the membrane’s hydrophobic core), 
or if it contributed to the creation of packing defects upon binding. Future analysis 
based on a probabilistic formalism is underway to determine causation. 
Table 12 – ΔEbind between the ALPS-like peptide and model membranes  
System Conformation 
ΔEbind (kcal/mol) 
full peptide main helix 
PC-PS 
vertical -295.06 ± 37.22 -52.76 ± 29.15 
horizontal -334.53 ± 47.71 -68.87 ± 31.83 
ER/TGN 
vertical -366.35 ± 47.83 -83.36 ± 24.50 





Table 12 summarizes the block averages for the peptide-membrane interaction 
energies with simple (PC-PS) and complex (ER/TGN) model membranes. As 
anticipated, the horizontally bound conformation is enthalpically more stable as it 
results in the non-polar side changes of the peptide’s main helix pointing towards and 
interacting with the membrane hydrophobic core. The contribution to the interaction 
energy from the main helix, listed on Table 12 is only a small fraction of the total 
interaction energy between the full peptide and the membrane (20.6% and 32.9% in the 
horizontally bound conformation for the PC-PS and yeast systems respectively). This 
is because the entire helix was considered in the interaction energy analysis instead of 
simply the interacting residues. In addition, in both horizontally and vertically bound 
conformations, the N-terminus was interacting or embedded into the hydrophobic core. 
Since there are charged residues in this end of the peptide, there may also be 
electrostatic energy contributions from this terminus that account for a larger fraction 
of the interaction energy that were not anticipated before. A close examination to the 
interacting energy per residue is needed to determine quantitatively those that 






Figure 34 (top) 
shows the time 
series of the vector 
defined from the 
polar face of the 
main helix to its 
non-polar face to 
quantify the rotation 
angle of the main 
helix on itself throughout the simulation. The data in the first 1000ns is mainly noise, 
since the peptide rotates freely when in water. Upon binding, shown by the cashed lines 
in the figure, especially in the horizontally bound conformation, the non-polar residues 
of the main helix prefer to interact with the hydrophobic core facing downwards (lower 
binging energy). The rotational angle of the main helix describes its reorientation as 
the non-polar face rotates to be in direct interaction with the hydrophobic core. This 
rotational angle is not a measure of peptide tilt with respect to the membrane, which is 
discussed later; it simply indicates how the peptide rotates on itself if it initially 
interacted with the bilayer from a different orientation (non-polar face facing the water 
or sideways).  
 
Figure 34 – Helix rotation on itself (top) and the corresponding ΔEbind (bot)  
The dashed lines show the binding time for representative systems: z-nvt 





An angle of 180o indicates the non-polar face of the peptide is oriented downwards 
with respect to the z-axis, since the angle is measured with respect to the bilayer normal 
of the top leaflet. Since the simulations use PBC and the peptide is free to move in the 
solvent (water), it can bind to either leaflet of the bilayer. When it binds to the top 
leaflet, an angle closer to 180o indicates its non-polar face is pointed towards the 
hydrophobic core. However, when the peptide binds to the bottom leaflet, and angle of 
180o indicates its non-polar phase is looking towards the water. In Figure 34, the top 
panels show angles larger than 100o for the pc-ps-h, pc-ps-v, and yeast-v systems. In 
Figure 35, these systems show the final peptide orientation is with its non-polar 
residues facing downwards with respect to the positive z-axis. Therefore, the large 
angle indicates the non-polar 
residues face the 
hydrophobic core of the 
membrane in the case of pc-
ps-h (Figure 35.A), face 
downwards but not directly to 
the hydrophobic core for pc-
ps-v (Figure 35.B), and face 
towards the water in the 
yeast-v system (Figure 
35.D). For yeast-h, Figure 34 
 
Figure 35 – Final orientation of the peptide in sample systems 
(A) The pc-ps-h system (z-nvt) bound to the top leaflet of the 
bilayer; all the others to the bottom leaflet, (B) pc-ps-v (o-nvt), 





indicates an angle closer to 45o; note in this trajectory the peptide bound horizontally 
to the bottom leaflet with its non-polar residues facing towards the bilayer core in 
agreement with the angle measured. 
Notice in the top images in Figure 33, TYR4 is a stabilizing residue of the vertical 
bound conformation as its ring lays flat near the phosphate region of the lipids. LYS15 
and SER18 also contribute to the stability of this conformation interacting with the lipid 
headgroup atoms. Although the vertical conformation was stable for nearly the last 1µs 
of the simulation, the horizontal conformation shows a more interesting binding 
mechanism that aligns better to what has been seen in other amphipathic helices [69, 
99]. The horizontal conformation was stabilized by the interaction of LYS15, THR11, 
and SER6 with the bilayer as determined from H-bonding analysis. Table 13 lists other 
residues that also interacted significantly with the bilayer as determined from hydrogen 
bonding analysis on VMD setting the criteria for hydrogen bonding to an angle of 30o 
and a bond length of 3.2 Å. In all cases, SER8 was a recurring interacting residue and 
usually the first one to approach the bilayer prior to stable peptide attachment. From 
visual examination of the systems using VMD, PHE13, THR11, and TRP10 are bulky 
residues that also stabilize peptide binding. To complete these analysis, interaction 
energies of individual residues are being computed and will be classified according to 






Table 13 –H-bonding analysis upon stable peptide binding 
System Conformation Interacting residues 
% H-bonding  




























No direct horizontal binding (solution to horizontal binding state) was observed in 
the systems with the ER and TGN models due to, apparently, lack of large enough 
packing defects on the membrane surface. Nearly all of the trajectories with the yeast 
membrane models had the peptide initially bound the membrane in a vertical 
conformation that further stabilized into the horizontal configuration for five out of the 
nine systems. However, two out of the six trajectories run for these systems showed 
that when a hydrophobic side chain approaches a bilayer packing defect in a particular 
orientation such that its bulky non-polar residues can interact directly with the 





the horizontal bound conformation. This binding mechanism includes first unfolding 
of the main helix upon approaching the membrane, interaction of the hydrophobic 
residue with the hydrophobic core, and refolding of the main helix pushing away lipid 
headgroups around it to effectively create a larger packing defect where it sits 
horizontally until the end of the simulation. 
 
Loss of helical 
character happens 
at some point 
during the all the 
trajectories, an 
obvious example 
is shown in Figure 
36 for the sample 
systems. 
Unfolding and 
refolding of the 
main helix  takes 
approximately between 300 and 450ns depending on the system, and can be appreciate 
it examining the time series of the peptide’s helical character (Figure 36.B). The 
sample system for the vertically bound conformation in the yeast systems (20er) is an 
 
Figure 36 – Helical character of the peptide throughout the simulation  
For representative systems of with horizontal (H) and vertical (V) bound 
conformations at equilibrium (z-nvt for pc-ps-h; o-npt for pc-ps-v; 20er1 for 
yeast-h; and 20er for yeast-v).  
(A) and (B) show the helical character of the main helix in the PC-PS and 
complex systems respectively; (C) and (D) are the time series or the helical 





interesting case since the peptide increased its overall helical character once it had 
stably bound to the bilayer (see also Figure 35.D). The peptide lies at an angle at the 
end of the simulation, with its non-polar face oriented towards the solvent and more 
residues adopt an alpha-helix secondary structure. 
The tilt angle of the main helix with respect to the bilayer surface, as shown in 
Figure 14, was blocked averaged after peptide binging to quantify the bound 
conformation for each system. Table 14 lists the average values calculated among the 
systems sharing a given bound conformation (refer to Table 3). As expected, the tilt 
angle is smaller for the horizontally bound systems.  
Table 14 – Tilt angle of the main helix upon stable binding 
Bound 
conformation 
Angle with the 
bilayer surface 
pc-ps-h 20.16 ± 1.51 
pc-ps-v 37.99 ± 1.28 
yeast-h 23.87 ± 1.00 
yeast-v 39.41 ± 0.99 
6.1.2 Protein-lipid interactions 
EDPs were computed for all systems, Figure 37 and Figure 38 show examples of 
the vertically and horizontally bound conformations for both the PC-PS and the 
ER/TGN models.  The peptide is more embedded into the leaflet of the yeast 
membranes when bound horizontally, shown in the side view of panels A and B of 





the interaction between the peptide (Cα atoms) and leaflet to which it bound. The 
peptide seems to be more comfortable when it is at the phosphate region (panel A) of  
 
the bilayer instead of further out around the glycerol region of the lipids (panel B). It is 
interesting to see that for all bound conformations the N-terminus (residues 1 to 7) is, 
on average, always interacting or embedded into the bilayer, which was also observed 
 
Figure 37 – EDPs of the peptide at its initial and final positions (PC-PS systems) 
Total membrane (black), bound peptide (blue), and initial peptide location (gray) for the 
(A) horizontally and (B) vertically bound conformations in the o-npt and z-nvt systems. 
The top view shows the hydrophobic core in white and the phosphorus atoms of DOPC 





when examining the systems visually on VMD. However, the C-terminus is in more 
contact with the complex bilayer models, suggesting the peptide is more deeply  
 
Figure 38 - EDPs of the peptide at its initial and final positions (complex systems) 
Total membrane (black), bound peptide (blue), and initial peptide location (gray) for the 
(A) horizontally and (B) vertically bound conformations in the 20er1 and 20er systems. The 
top view shows the hydrophobic core in white and the phosphorus atoms of the interacting 
leaflet in black (membrane images included). ERG molecules are shown in yellow 
 
 
embedded in these models than in the simpler PC-PS ones. Panel C in this figure shows 
FOC between the heavy atoms in the peptide (all atoms that conform a particular 






this chapter. The data reported on Figure 39.A&B was averaged among all systems 
sharing a given bound conformation (pc-ps-h, pc-ps-v, yeast-h, and yeast-v). 
 
Figure 39 – Frequency of contact (FOC) between peptide and membrane 
Interactions were evaluated between the Cα in all residues in the peptide and (A) 
the phosphorus atoms in the interacting leaflet, and (B) the second carbon in the 
lipid glycerol at 3Å around the peptide Cα atoms. (These results were averaged 
among all the systems sharing that bound conformation). (C) FOC between the 






6.2 Full Osh4 protein simulations 
6.2.1 Binding events 
Simulations 
of the entire 
protein with the 
symmetric ER 




is one of the most 
important binding regions of Osh4 in the interaction with anionic membranes, followed 
by the ALPS-like motif and the β6-β7 loop. These last two regions are the first to 
interact with the bilayer as early as 45ns into the simulation; after which the PHE-loop 
pulls the protein sideways towards the membrane surface.  Within the first 200ns of 
simulation, the protein rotates from a vertical position (mouth facing the membrane 
surface) to lay horizontally on the surface with F239 in the PHE-loop fully embedded 
in the hydrophobic core (see Figure 40). Initial interaction with the membrane and 
stable binding, marked by the full penetration of residue F239 into the hydrophobic 
core, were both reached faster in the TGN membrane models (see Table 15) due to 
 
Figure 40 – Osh4 binding sequence for a simulation with the TGN model 
The binding sites are colored as described in Figure 5; the PHE239 residue, 
shown in detail, remains in the hydrophobic core upon stable binding (~200 





their higher anionic lipid content. In all runs, F239 in the PHE-loop, one of the six 
binding regions observed by Rogaski and Klauda in a previous study [97], served as an 
anchor stabilizing protein-membrane interaction. In addition, S240, K242, and R249 
were among the most common residues consistently interacting with the bilayer 
through hydrogen bonds or transient penetration into the hydrophobic core. Based on 
the hydrogen bond analysis done in VMD [147], most of the interaction with the bilayer 
was at the location of anionic lipids, PS and PI, as in previous studies [97]; but there 
was some interaction with PC and PE lipids as well. 
Table 15 - Full protein interaction with model membranes (binding events time scale) 
 oer oer-1 otgn otgn-1 
size (atoms) 121,240 121,240 138,560 138,560 
sim time (ns) 2,040 2,040 2,066 2,040 
1st contact (ns) 46 80 11 12 
F-loop binding (ns) 80 46 63 90 
stable binding (ns) 480 212 214 204 
 
ΔEbind between the full protein and the membrane as well as between the binding 
regions of the protein and the membrane are reported on Table 16. These values show 
ΔEbind is stronger for the TGN systems by 50% since these have more anionic character. 
The largest contribution comes from the PHE-loop, with -847.51 ± 0.35 and -420.18 ± 
12.96 kcal/mol for the TGN and ER systems, respectively. Note the ΔEbind contribution 
for the TGN is nearly twice as much as that for the ER, a similar trend was observed 
for the β14-β15 loop but to a lesser extent. These results differ from those reported by 






the ΔEbind for simulations with neutral and less charged membranes compared to those 
presented here.  
Table 16 – Interaction energies between Osh4 and membrane models 
 The standard errors are based on 10-ns block averages after stable binding of the full protein as well as 
the protein binding regions. The total interaction energy includes long-range electrostatic interactions, 
which contribute to most to the total value reported in this table. 
 ΔEbind (kcal/mol) 
 ER TGN 
Total -4166.98 ± 17.26 -6185.35 ± 48.21 
ALPS-like -230.94 ± 6.43 -288.29 ± 16.99 
PHE-loop -420.18 ± 12.96 -847.51 ± 0.35 
β6-β7 -240.30 ± 3.87 -375.06 ± 12.37 
β14-β15 -143.51 ± 0.04 -244.13 ± 7.10 
β16-β17 -221.58 ± 10.77 -296.56 ± 50.10 
β-crease -223.96 ± 2.25 -224.85 ± 2.34 
 
Figure 41 shows two of the most interesting ΔEbind time series out of the six 
binding regions, the PHE-loop and the ALPS-like motif. They both show the protein 
has a stronger interaction with the TGN membranes over the ER, but the PHE-loop 
contributes nearly twice as much to the ΔEbind than the ALPS-like motif. From these 
observations, it is clear lipid composition does play a critical role in protein-membrane 







Figure 41 – Interaction energies between Osh4 and the ER and TGN 
The time series for the PHE-loop and the ALPS-like motif and each model are also shown 
6.2.2 Protein-lipid interactions 
In general, F239 remained well below the phosphate region of lipids during the 
entire trajectory after its initial penetration, but transiently moved upwards during 
protein rotation. The last two time snapshots in Figure 41 show F239 exits the 
hydrophobic core when the ALPS-like motif interacts with the bilayer more closely; at 
the same time, the β14-β15 and β-crease loops pull away from the membrane as the 
protein rotates. Once rotation takes places, F239 embeds deep into the hydrophobic 
 
Figure 41 – Interaction energies between Osh4 and the ER and TGN 





core again and remains there until the end of the simulation. Protein rotation was 
stochastic and only took place in one of the two replicas for each system. Rotation 
(defined by movement around the axis perpendicular to the membrane normal) was 
greater on the ER membrane (~180º) vs. the TGN model (~90º) possibly because the 
ER model is more fluid than the TGN; the rotation time scales were 500 and 250 ns for 





As a final analysis on these system, the frequency of contact between the protein 
and membrane was computed for certain residues to compare with cysteine-
replacement cross-linking studies performed by Schulz et al [95]. The non-hydrogen 
protein-membrane contacts within 10 Å of each other were counted after stable binding 
for all the residues studied in the experiment publication (Figure 42), which were also 
examined for all systems in a previous computational study [97]. The contact distance 
was selected to mimic the distance required for experimental cross-linking between a 
cysteine in the protein and a liposome. Seven of the nine cysteine-replaced interacting 
residues identified in the experimental study were found within 10 Å of the ER and 
TGN membranes: S8, A169, S174, G241, E261, E284, and E412. Three of the seven 
residues, S174 from the β6-β7 loop, G241 from the PHE-loop, and E261 from the β14- 
β15 loop were in close contact with the membrane surface at all times upon stable 
binding. Residues S8, from the ALPS-like motif, and A169 were close to the surface 
at least 60% and 28% of the time respectively. E412 was a residue that showed distinct 
preference for the 
TGN membranes, 
where it was in close 
contact to the surface 
84% of the time vs 
48% of the time at the 
ER membranes 
 
Figure 42 – Frequency of close contact between selected Osh4 and 
membrane lipids.  
Selected residues correspond to those studied by Schulz et al [95] 





surface. These simulations show lipid composition does influence protein-membrane 
interactions; thus, accurate membrane models are desirable when studying protein 
function and binding mechanisms. 
Residues that were not significantly cross-linked with liposomes experimentally 
(N63C, S76C, K126C, H144C, E306C, E341C, E373C, S389C, E248C) were also 
found to have no close contact with the membrane surface in this study as sown in 
Figure 42. Except residue E373 that was in contact with the membrane surface between 
5% and 18% of the time indistinct of the membrane model. In addition, residues E306 
and N330 were not found within 10 Å of the membrane surface with the ER or TGN 







Chapter 7:  Water-Oil Interface Simulation Results 
 
 
7.1 Interfacial Tension 
7.1.1 Hydrotrope effect at the interface 
Figure 43 shows the 
interfacial tension for systems at 
varying concentration of the 
hydrotrope (Table 17 lists the 
values with their standard errors). 
The bottom panel in this Figure 
shows from experimental data 
[168-170] of other water-organic-
hydrotrope systems and serves as a 
qualitative comparison to show the 
simulation data follows the 
expected trend. The experimental 
data points show that for very 
small alcohols such as methanol 
 
Figure 43 – Disruption of the interfacial tension at the 
water-oil interface 
(only simulation data are presented in the top graph, 
comparison with TBA experimental systems is 
discussed in section 7.3) The bottom plot summarizes 





and ethanol, the effect on interfacial tension between water and an organic solvent is 
not that large. However, for i-propanol and TBA, green and black sets, the effect is 
readily seen at as little as 0.11% molar hydrotrope concentration in the aqueous phase.  
Table 17 – Average interfacial tension of the butanol isomers systems 
The system name was kept consistent with the names of the TBA systems used for comparison with 
experimental data to avoid confusion. The names of the other butanol isomers use the same system 
number as the TBA runs with the same overall concentration of each species as listed on Table 4 
 System mol % in water 
Interfacial tension 
(dyn/cm) 
Wat-chx T0 - 48.92 ± 0.03 
TBA T5 0.67 ± 0.02 26.39 ± 0.49  
T7 2.64 ± 0.21 15.31 ± 0.56  
T11 7.23 ± 0.22 7.41 ± 0.63  
T12 12.09 ± 0.09 4.58 ± 0.76  
T13 18.59 ± 0.08 2.52 ± 0.78 
IBUT I5 0.39 ± 0.09 28.54 ± 1.31 
 I7 1.55 ± 0.19 14.53 ± 1.60 
 I11 5.82 ± 0.53 4.43 ± 1.66  
I12 12.22 ± 0.65 2.44 ± 1.44  
I13 18.50 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 1.83 
SBUT S5 0.46 ± 0.01 27.22 ± 1.34  
S7 1.73 ± 0.03 15.89 ± 1.64  
S11 6.39 ± 0.18 7.36 ± 1.39  
S12 11.87 ± 0.22 2.45 ± 1.67  
S13 18.66 ± 0.39 4.08 ± 1.97 
NBUT N5 0.19 ± 0.01 30.29 ± 1.42  
N7 1.07 ± 0.05 12.48 ± 1.87  
N11 4.46 ± 0.45 1.54 ± 1.97  
N12 11.03 ± 0.32 0.96 ± 1.40  







7.1.2 Hydrotrope orientation at the interface 
 Figure 44 
shows the spatial 
orientation of each 
isomer at the 
interface. At low 
alcohol 
concentrations most 
of the isomer molecules migrate to the water-oil interface to reduce the interfacial 
tension; however, alcohol concentration increases in the aqueous phase when the 
concentration at the interface is saturated. For alcohol concentrations greater than 10% 
molar in water, there are CHX clusters transiently detaching from the bulk oil phase 
surrounded by alcohol molecules, but these were not stable and returned to the oil phase 
within 3-5 ns. In general, short hydrotropes orient themselves so that their hydroxyl 
group forms hydrogen bonds with the aqueous phase while the carbon atoms interact 
with the oily phase (see Figure 44.e). The difference in chemical structure of short 
hydrotrope isomers like those of butanol may seem irrelevant at first glance. However, 
even at low alcohol concentrations, their effect is noticeable. Two extremes are the 
bulkier molecule (TBA, Figure 44.a) that does not penetrate into the oily phase, and 
the elongated isomer that partitions more into the CHX phase and interacts with water 
 
Figure 44 - Spatial orientation of butanol isomers at the interface 
Two water molecules are shown as reference of hydrogen bonds with 
(A) TBA, (B) IBUT, (C) SBUT, and (D) NBUT; cyclohexane is shown 
in gray. (E) NBUT partition at the interface, only its hydroxyl groups 





only through its hydroxyl group  (NBUT, Figure 44.d). Of course this difference arises 
from the structure of the molecules and the freedom or limitation each has to rotate and 
stretch. 
 
Values are reported for all isomers at the equilibrium concentrations of each alcohol 
listed in Table 17 (lowest to highest concentration from left to right). The tilt angle 
between the C-OH bond for each isomer and the z-axis was also calculated for all the 
systems (see Figure 45). The left figure shows how the hydrotrope orients its hydroxyl 
group at the interface with respect to its concentration in the aqueous phase. The more 
alcohol in solution, the more it accumulates at the interface; once the interface saturates, 
the rest remains in the water phase. The simulation model does not properly represent 
the alcohol-oil interactions at high alcohol concentration, i.e. no alcohol molecules 
partition to the oily phase (cyclohexane) once the interface is saturated. However, the 
tilt angle of the hydroxyl group seems to level off once the interface is saturated in 
  
Figure 45 – Tilt angles of the C-OH bond of the isomers at the interface  





alcohol, i.e. the lateral organization of the alcohol molecules at the interface is fixed. 
At low concentrations, the alcohol molecules at the interface have more space to orient 
themselves with their hydroxyl group pointing straight towards the aqueous phase. The 
packing of alcohol molecules becomes tighter as the molecules accumulate at the 
interface, and the hydroxyl groups result in a more tilted orientation. All the isomers 
follow this behavior as observed in Figure 45 (left panel). Additionally, the right panel 
of this figure shows the tilt angle of the interface molecules has a linear dependence 
with respect to surface tension.  Table C.1 lists the block averages of the tilt angle of 
every isomer along with their respective standard error. 
7.1.3 Lateral organization of the isomers at the interface 
Figure 46 shows the 2D RDF between the hydroxyl oxygen (O) of the hydrotrope 
molecules and between the carbons attached to the hydroxyl group (Cα) for the 
molecules located at the interface. For this analysis the hydrotrope molecules at the 
interface were counted at each frame using CHARMM, with a buffer of 12 Å above 
and below the coordinates of the cyclohexane region in the simulation box. The RDFs 
for each system are non-zero at very short distances, even more so as the hydrotrope 
concentration increases. This occurs because 2D RDFs are evaluated at the x-y plane, 
and because of the way alcohol atoms were selected for this analysis, there are some 





Figure 46.A shows the Cα- Cα interactions, which occur essentially at the same distance 
for all concentrations of a given isomer. The only variation is the frequency of these 
interactions; the distributions show a higher peak of the first solvation shell for systems 
with lower hydrotrope concentration. This is a direct result of the number of molecules 
taken into account at the interface for this analysis. The O-O distributions, Figure 46.C, 
have two solvation shells at similar distances for all systems, and a third one for more 
of the low to moderate butanol concentrations. As expected, the O-O 2D RDFs for 
NBUT present a higher peak for the first solvation shell, which arises from the linear 
chemical structure of this isomer and the alignment of the hydrotrope molecules at the 






Figure 46 – 2D RDFs between hydrotrope groups at the interface 
(A) Butanol Cα- Cα interactions; (B) top-view for selected systems showing the hydrotropes at the 






7.1.4 Atom number density profiles (ADP) 
 
A clearer picture of the hydrotrope layer at each interface can be observed on 
Figure 47, on the equilibrium ADPs for each system. The position of the isomers is 
nearly identical in all the systems, except at the highest concentration, where NBUT 
(black line) is present in larger concentration at the interface compared to the other 
three isomers. Despite the subtle difference in amount of hydrotrope at the interface, 
the chemical structure of each isomer does differ on its effect on the interfacial tension. 
It is remarkable to note that even at concentrations below 0.11% molar, a hydrotrope 
drops the interfacial tension to at least 60% of the 48.92 ± 0.03 dyn/cm of a pure water-
CHX system. TBA and SBUT, more similar in structure from the perspective of the 
hydroxyl group, disrupt the water-oil interface in the same fashion reducing the 
interfacial tension by the same amount (no statistical difference with a 95% confidence 
interval). Similarly, IBUT and NBUT, with a longer “arm” between the hydroxyl group 
and the rest of the molecule, lower the water-oil interfacial tension following the same 
 
Figure 47 – Symmetrized ADPs for the water-CHX-hydrotrope systems. 
The plateau of the isomer’s profile was used to estimate its equilibrium concentration in the aqueous 





trend (no statistical difference between them) but as much as 40% more than the other 
two isomers at low hydrotrope concentrations. Above the 5% molar concentration, 
there is no statistical difference between the isomers and the interfacial tension 
approaches zero.  
7.2 Thickness of the interface 
MDPs were obtained dividing the 
ADP for each molecule by the 
corresponding number of atom in 
that molecule. The total symmetric 
MDP was use to estimate the 
thickness of the interface from the 
parameters of the hyperbolic tangent 
function fitted to the profile data 
(refer to Figure 15). As expected the interface becomes thicker and smoother as the 
interfacial tension decreases, i.e. with increasing hydrotrope concentration. Table 18 
summarizes the thickness for all isomers, and Figure 48 shows a universal density 
profile obtained by reducing the dependent and independent variables of equation 10 
by the corresponding parameter for the TBA systems. From this profile, it is possible 
to infer that theoretical predictions true for the ternary solution near the critical point 
 
Figure 48 – Universal density profile for TBA systems 
derived using the fitted parameters to the total MDP 





(high TBA concentrations), should also be true far away from the critical point of the 
mixture. This topic is discussed more in the next section. 
Table 18 – Thickness of the interface at varying hydrotrope concentrations 
The coefficient of the fitted function, Δρo, is included for the TBA and was used to compute 
the universal density profile shown in Figure 48. 
System Thickness (nm) Δρo (molec/nm3) 
T0 0.322 ± 0.004 26.580 ± 0.151 
T1 0.324 ± 0.000 27.100 ± 0.004 
T2 0.359 ± 0.001 27.018 ± 0.004 
T3 0.387 ± 0.000 26.966 ± 0.004 
T4 0.422 ± 0.002 26.688 ± 0.015 
T5 0.449 ± 0.004 26.509 ± 0.011 
T6 0.606 ± 0.005 25.886 ± 0.024 
T7 0.573 ± 0.007 25.273 ± 0.020 
T8 0.624 ± 0.015 24.520 ± 0.032 
T9 0.658 ± 0.021 23.687 ± 0.012 
T10 0.685 ± 0.016 22.761 ± 0.047 
I5 0.462 ± 0.000  
I7 0.634 ± 0.005  
I11 1.009 ± 0.048  
I12 0.738 ± 0.052  
I13 0.703 ± 0.045  
S5 0.460 ± 0.001  
S7 0.609 ± 0.012  
S11 0.835 ± 0.049  
S12 0.775 ± 0.021  
S13 0.783 ± 0.056  
N5 0.462 ± 0.003  
N7 0.650 ± 0.010  
N11 1.089 ± 0.096  
N12 0.694 ± 0.042  






7.3 Comparison with experimental results 
TBA systems were 
directly compared with 
experimental studies done 
on ternary systems with the 
same overall composition 
(as listed on Table 4). These 
were carried out at a slightly 
lower temperature than the simulations; nonetheless, simulation values are in 
agreement with experiments for low to moderate TBA concentrations. Figure 49 shows 
the simulation values for the interfacial tension are in good agreement with experiment 
at low hydrotrope concentrations (refer to Table C.2 for the specific values). However, 
as TBA concentration increases, the values deviate from experiment. The simulation 
overestimates for the interfacial tension most likely arise from misrepresentation of the 
TBA-CHX interactions in the force field. These interactions are not yet fine-tuned to 
reflect TBA solvation in the organic phase. 
The systems with high TBA concentration do not reproduce the correct alcohol 
concentration in the bulk oil phase, which should be non-zero as the alcohol molecules 
partition between the aqueous and oil phases, respectively, once the interface is 
saturated (see also the hydotropes’ ADP in Figure 47). Due to this reason, the last data 
 





points obtained from simulation were not included in the interface thickness analysis 
of data (Section 7.2).  
The behavior of the hydrotrope varies between two extremes, one where it acts as 
a surfactant-like molecule due to its amphiphilic character, and another where it has a 
smoothing effect on the interface mimicking what happens around the critical point of 
the ternary mixture. The first regime, at low hydrotrope concentration, follows Gibbs 
theory of adsorption. While the other regime follows van der Waals theory of smooth 
interfaces, where the hydrotrope behaves as a co-solvent smoothing the interfacial 
tension until it vanishes [161]. Such behavior is described by a suggested cross-over 
function (equation 11); a fitted function to the entire data set (Table C.2) is shown in 
Figure 50 as a dotted line. The experimental critical concentration was used for the 
experimental data set, and the concentration of the first simulated system with 
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Figure 51 plots the relationship between the interface thickness and the reduced 
surface tension for the simulation data set and additional experimental measurements 
near the critical point of the ternary system (wat-CHX-TBA) using dynamic light 
scattering. The relationship is linear, which was expected from the van der Waals 
theoretical prediction at high 
hydrotrope concentrations, near the 
critical point of the mixture, where 
the interfacial thickness is to be 
proportional to the correlation length 
[160]. The large fluctuations of the 
interface as the critical point is 
approached are responsible for such 
 
Figure 50 – Cross-over function to describe hydrotrope behavior at the interface 
both as a surfactant and as smoothing the interface (critical-like phenomena); representations show 
the behavior in (left) log-log scale and (right) semi-log scale to appreciate the simulation agreement 
and deviation from experiment 
 
Figure 51 – Correlation between the thickness and 





a wide interface thickness, 12 nm for the experimental system with lowest surface 
tension. On the other hand, simulations were carried at concentrations far away from 
the critical point of the mixture; remarkably the relationship between the interfacial 
thickness and the surface tension is still linear, which was expected given the collapse 
of the reduced density profiles into a universal profile that follows the Gibbs-
Szyszkowski isotherm (modeled by a hyperbolic tangent in Figure 48). 
Figure 52 – Trends of the interface thickness 
 
Examining the trend of the interface thickness (left panel in Figure 52) with respect 
to the concentration of TBA in the aqueous phase shows the same trend as the tilt angle 
(left panel in Figure 45). In addition, the difference between the bulk densities of water 
and cyclohexane shown in the right panel decreases linearly as more alcohol is added 
to the mixture. This linear trend may be steeper in the real (physical) system because 
TBA does not partition into the oil phase accurately in our model at higher 






interfacial dynamics between water and cyclohexane when TBA, a model hydrotrope, 






Chapter 8:  Future Directions 
 
 
8.1 Membrane Modeling 
8.1.1 Symmetric models 
In a complex environment as the cell, processes take place by constantly adjusting 
the membrane lipid composition. Interactions between lipids themselves modulate this 
regulation to some extent, and affect interactions with other molecules in the cell. The 
results discussed in Chapter 4, as well as other cited studies, show the sterol structure 
not only influences the mechanical and structural properties of a membrane, but the 
membrane environment also affects sterol dynamics. More studies are needed to better 
understand the effect of lipid unsaturation and headgroup on sterol dynamics, and to 
characterize the effect of sterol structure on complex membrane models with enough 
lipid diversity to model a biological membrane, but simple enough to easily handle 
them with current computational tools. 
The yeast organelle specific models were the first to examine the effect of sterol 
structure on lipid-lipid interactions in 9-lipid-component membranes with all-atom 





diversity and resemblance to the membrane environments of the ER and TGN. These 
models serve to study important lipid-lipid interactions that modulate membrane 
structure and mechanical properties. Future computational studies could focus on 
different sterols and their interaction in complex membrane models (7+ lipid types) to 
understand their impact in cell health. The computation of lipid diffusion constants still 
remains a challenge from simulations [171]. Longer simulations trajectories and 
refined methods are needed to study the effect of sterol type and concentration on lipids 
lateral diffusion.  
Additionally, the quantitative analysis of lipid clusters in symmetric, and eventually 
asymmetric models, can be improved to characterize the shape of clusters and 
interleaflet coupling. 2D RDFs can track the interactions of individual lipid clusters 
with respect to clusters in the opposite leaflet, which can also be used as a tool to study 
interleaflet coupling.  
8.1.2 Asymmetric models 
The production run and equilibration of these models needs to be further refine to 
account for lipid concentration changes in each leaflet. Specifically, the rate of sterol 
flip flop needs to reach proper equilibrium. A concise explanation of this issue is 
presented in the supplementary information of the MARTINI model for the plasma 
membrane study (coarse-grained model) [172].  As the sterol flips from one leaflet to 





its finite size and prevents further translocation of sterols to that leaflet. That study used 
an iterative method by which some lipids where removed from the leaflet to which 
sterols were flipping to prevent additional pressure build up on the system. The method 
included several iterations between an asymmetric model and symmetric bilayers for 
each leaflet each time lipids were removed to allow proper sterol translocation between 
leaflets. This iteration method is not practical for all-atom simulation models due to the 
computational resources needed even for small membrane patches as those in presented 
in this study. An alternate method is needed for all-atom MD studies to achieve proper 
sterol distribution in the bilayer in asymmetric models. For example, combine all-atom 
and coarse-grained MD, or a modified version of the Highly Mobile Membrane-
Mimetic (HMMM) model [173], originally developed to accelerate protein-membrane 
interactions while maintaining all-atom details for the lipid head group region in a 
bilayer. 
A method to measure bilayer thickness of lipid domains in these asymmetric 
models is also needed. EDPs provide an estimate of the bilayer thickness based on the 
average location of molecules in the system, but do not explicitly show the changes in 
membrane thickness due to local clusters/domains. The scripts used to evaluate EDPs 
for this work need to be modified to account for lipid clustering and discriminate 





8.1.3 The role of neutralizing ions 
This topic has been studied in the context of lipid-lipid interactions for the past 
twenty years [175]. Especially the sodium and lithium ions have been studied to 
determine their effect on charged membranes and on the electric field around the 
membrane. In recent years, other ions were examined to determine their influence on 
membrane structural and mechanical properties, and membrane fusion processes [176-
178]. There is still need to study the binding conformations of the ions with membrane 
lipids to understand how they modify the membrane environment to facilitate 
membrane-membrane interactions. The location and coordination number of the ion-
lipid complex are also of interest (see Figure 53), as this can shed light on lipid cluster 
formation and membrane electrostatics [174, 176]. It follows then, that protein-
membrane interactions will be affected, mainly between proteins that bind to 
membranes through non-specific electrostatic interactions. The studies presented in this 
work used potassium ions (K+) to neutralize the systems; calcium (Ca2+) and 
magnesium (Mg2+) ions could be systematically studied with complex bilayer models 
to expand current research that examines the effect of ions only in symmetric binary or 
 
Figure 53 – Effect of ion-lipid interactions on membrane structure 





ternary lipid mixtures. Finally, study the effect of neutralizing ion and their 
concentration on protein binding time scales and conformation/orientation. A 
polarizable FF should be use capture ion-lipid interactions accurately, which in turn 
raises the issue of whether the current polarizable FFs are accurate enough to study 
biological systems, or if FF optimization would be needed prior to simulating ion-
membrane dynamics.  
8.2 Protein-lipid interactions 
8.2.1 HMMM studies 
None of the presented runs showed 
interaction of the mouth region of the 
Osh4 protein with the membrane, nor 
was lipid uptake observed even though 
the initial orientation of the protein 
presented its mouth region directly 
above the bilayer. The Osh4 studies 
should be revisited to use alternative 
methods to determine its lipid update 
mechanism. Osh4, and Osh3 – and another member of this family, are believed to 
operate similarly. Osh4 may actually bind two membranes simultaneously, facilitating 
membrane contact sites and lipid transport. The HMMM model [173] reduces the detail 
 
Figure 54 – Snapshot of a system build using the 
HMMM model 
Example of one of the PC-PS systems with the 
ALPS-like motif using lipids with six-carbon-





of the hydrophobic core of the membrane by replacing it with an organic solvent, but 
retains the atomic detail of the lipid headgroups to study protein-lipid interactions at 
the surface of the bilayer (see ). This model can be used to study dual-membrane models 
or examine other protein regions that could bind to two membranes at a time. 
8.2.3 Advanced Simulation Techniques  
Besides simulating the natural binding of the full protein to model bilayers, 
temperature replica exchange coupled with umbrella sampling can be used to obtain 
energy landscapes to predict a binding conformation that allows protein lipid uptake. 
Alternatively, energy landscapes of protein-ligand-membrane systems can be studied 
to work the problem backwards. A set of possible conformations for lipid unload based 
on the energy landscape of the system can later be simulated with MD to determine a 
mechanism for this process. As mentioned in section 8.1.3, inclusion of different ions 
at varying concentration can be simulated to see the influence of lipid-lipid interactions 
(as modulated by ion-lipid complexes) on protein-membrane dynamics. 
8.3 Water-oil interfacial studies 
8.3.1 Butanol-oil interactions 
As discussed in Chapter 7, the current FF parameters do not accurately represent 
the interactions between butanol and the organic phase at high alcohol concentrations. 






partition correctly into the organic phase, which results in an overestimate of the 
equilibrium alcohol concentration in water. Fine tuning of the alcohol-CHX interaction 
is highly needed to properly represent the behavior of this system. 
Additionally, pressure profiles of the simulation would be valuable to analyze the 
trend of the spontaneous curvature of the interface at varying alcohol concentrations. 
Debugging of the pressure profile computations on NAMD needs to be done to obtain 
the correct pressure tensor components that can be later integrated to get the interfacial 
tension of the system (as an alternate method to that used in this work), and to compute 
the first moment of the pressure profile to study the trend of spontaneous curvature of 
the interface. 
8.3.2 Behavior of the interface near the critical point 
To test the accuracy of the tuned FF parameters for alcohol-oil interaction, 
simulations could be carried at different temperatures and pressures to compute a 
simulation phase diagram for the water-CHX-TBA ternary system to compare with the 
experimental one. From this diagram, a better estimate of the simulation critical point 
can be obtained and compared with the experimental value. Challenges to obtain the 
phase diagram from simulations could arise when the behavior of the system gets closer 
to that observed in critical phenomena (large thermal fluctuations and very smooth 
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Appendix A. Symmetric ERG/CHL models 
Table A.1 – Component surface areas (Å2/lipid) and their standard errors 
 ERG CHL 
Lipid er tgn er tgn 
sterol 25.1±0.3 32.0±0.9 33.4±1.6 22.6±0.1 
dypc 61.8±0.8 64.9±0.4 65.6±0.4 67.0±0.1 
dype 57.6±1.4 64.5±0.4 64.1±1.9 66.9±0.2 
popi 63.1±0.4 64.3±0.7 63.8±0.7 67.0±0.2 
pops 61.6±0.3 - 67.0±0.7 - 
pypi 61.7±0.8 65.2±0.4 65.2±0.2 67.0±0.1 
yopa 63.8±1.1 65.2±0.4 66.3±3.2 67.0±0.2 
yopc 60.8±1.1 64.4±0.9 66.5±1.2 66.9±0.3 
yope 53.1±1.8 63.6±0.7 66.1±3.2 66.9±0.4 
yops - 64.2±1.8 - 66.9±0.5 
 
Table A.2 – Weighted averages of the SCD values in models with ERG and CHL 
Model   ER-CHL ER-ERG   TGN-CHL TGN-ERG 




        
#lipids/ 
leaflet 
        
dypc 42 0.119 0.126 0.123 0.124 40 0.125 0.131 0.123 0.131 
dype 10 0.113 0.125 0.120 0.123 8 0.127 0.131 0.120 0.131 
popi 21 0.121 0.166 0.128 0.166 13 0.128 0.177 0.128 0.175 
pops 12 0.127 0.174 0.127 0.170 - - - - - 
pypi 14 0.121 0.165 0.127 0.164 42 0.129 0.172 0.127 0.172 
yopa 6 0.118 0.125 0.125 0.124 4 0.124 0.136 0.125 0.131 
yopc 28 0.119 0.129 0.119 0.125 12 0.121 0.130 0.119 0.133 
yope 10 0.114 0.123 0.115 0.124 8 0.113 0.126 0.115 0.125 
yops - - - - - 5 0.128 0.140 0.128 0.137 






Table A.3 – Time constants (in ns) for the 3 exponential fittings to the C2(t) of the cross chain (CC) 
vectors for each lipid. The values here reported are the weighted averages of individual lipid wobble 




 τ1 τ2 τ3 
ERG 
er 0.153 ± 0.037 1.878 ± 0.474 9.701 ± 3.285 
tgn 0.174 ± 0.172 2.141 ± 1.079 11.504 ± 2.590 
CHL 
er 0.090 ±0.030 1.107 ±0.204 7.258 ± 1.268 







Appendix B. Asymmetric membrane models 
Table B.1 – Weighted SCD averages in the symmetric templates for the asymmetric models 
PM-cyto sn-1 sn-2 
  
TGN-cyto sn-1 sn-2 
DYPC 0.010 0.009 DYPC 0.008 0.007 
POPE 0.029 0.020 DYPE 0.012 0.011 
POPI 0.029 0.021 POPI 0.048 0.035 
POPS 0.034 0.026 PYPI 0.052 0.037 
PYPI 0.021 0.015 YOPC 0.006 0.006 
YOPC 0.009 0.009 YOPE 0.013 0.012 
YOPE 0.018 0.016 YOPS 0.009 0.008 
YOPS 0.008 0.007       
wt. avg 0.157 0.122 wt. avg 0.148 0.115 
    




DYPC 0.010 0.056 DYPC 0.045 0.043 
POPE 0.019 0.011 YOPA 0.008 0.007 
YOPC 0.010 0.047 YOPC 0.035 0.032 
IPC 0.021 0.021 IPC 0.011 0.015 
MIP2 0.059 0.028 MIP2 0.017 0.020 







Appendix C. Additional TBA results 
Table C.1 – Tilt angles of the C-OH vector in the hydrotrope molecules at the interface. 
system average molecule angle (o) 
TBA T5 43.97 ± 0.21 
  T7 49.16 ± 0.05 
  T11 53.68 ± 0.34 
  T12 55.43 ± 0.28 
  T13 55.94 ± 0.11 
IBUT I5 46.76 ± 0.04 
  I7 50.74 ± 0.05 
  I11 54.81 ± 0.21 
  I12 55.75 ± 0.02 
  I13 56.77 ± 0.00 
SBUT S5 44.30 ±  0.21 
  S7 49.43 ± 0.25 
  S11 53.89 ± 0.38 
  S12 55.58 ± 0.37 
  S13 56.01 ± 0.36 
NBUT N5 44.36 ± 0.14 
  N7 48.29 ± 0.28 
  N11 54.06 ± 0.47 
  N12 55.39 ± 0.10 








Table C.2 – Comparison between experiment and simulation for TBA 
Experimental values were provided by A.A. Novikov and A.P. Semenov from the Oil and Gas Research 
Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences; and by V. N. Kuryakov and M. Anisimov from the 
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Dept. at the Univ. of Maryland 
system 
mol% mass% γ (dyn/cm) 
sim exp sim exp simulation experiment 
S0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.92 ± 0.03 48.8 ± 0.3 
  0.00  0.002   48.3 ± 0.3 
  0.00  0.016   48.2 ± 0.3 
T1 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.085 47.37 ± 0.48 47.0 ± 0.3 
  0.04  0.179  45.0 ±  0.3 
T2 0.11 0.11 0.38 0.44 40.48 ± 0.48 41.0 ± 0.3 
T3 0.18 0.22 0.70 0.90 35.67 ± 0.46 36.5 ± 0.3 
T4 0.44 0.44 2.48 1.78 28.71 ± 0.52 30.0 ± 0.3 
T5 0.67 0.88 2.47 3.52 26.39 ± 0.49 24.5± 0.3 
T6 1.89 1.73 8.40 6.77 21.54 ± 0.58 17.1 ± 0.3 
T7 2.64 2.67 8.58 10.14 15.31 ± 0.56 12.4 ± 0.3 
T8 3.48 3.77 11.67 13.89 13.13 ± 0.66 7.3 ± 0.3 
  3.67  13.56  7.2 ± 0.3 
T9 4.47 4.95 15.42 17.64 10.46 ± 0.63 3.5 ± 0.3 
T10 5.54 5.53 18.38 19.41 9.37 ± 0.63 2.3 ± 0.3 
  5.79  20.18  1.7 ± 0.3 
  5.91  20.54  1.7± 0.3 
  6.23  21.48  1.3 ± 0.3 
  6.51  22.27  0.95 ± 0.3 
T11 7.23  23.27  7.41 ± 0.63  
T12 12.09  36.49  4.58 ± 0.76  
T13 18.59  48.23  2.52 ± 0.78  
T14 24.05  56.59  1.56 ± 0.38  
T15 29.79  63.62  -0.71 ± 1.36  
T16 34.24  68.20  1.44 ± 0.67  
T17 38.91  72.40  -1.77 ± 0.47  
T18 44.61  76.83  0.12 ± 1.19  
tba 0  0.00  0.00  48.30 ± 0.1932905 
tba 21.6  4.95  17.64  3.26 ± 0.1430379 
tba 47.98  6.51  22.27  0.98 ± 0.0414459 
tba 41.3  6.96  23.53  0.52 ± 0.0197582 
tba 42.2  7.89  26.06  0.23 ± 0.0133875 
tba 42.67  9.32  29.71  0.05 ± 0.0014513 
tba 42.92  11.32  34.42  0.00 ± 0.0017 
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